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The purpose of this field experience was to develop a workable
and beneficial program of studies for those students at Arcola High
School who are deemed to be gifted.

Upon completion of the develop~

ment of this program of studies, the writer chose to entitle the program developed, The Advanced Studies Program.
In defining the scope of and those who would be involved with,
The Advanced Studies Program which he developed, the writer relied
upon the definition of giftedness as set forth by the United States
Office of Education.

This definition appeared in the November, 1978

KAPPAN in an article written by Joseph S. Renzulli and entitled,
"What Is Giftedness?"

The definition of giftednessed quoted by Mr.

Renzulli is as follows:

Those ••• who bY virtue of outstanding abilities are
capable of high perfor~ance. These ••• children •••
require differentiated educational programs and/or
services beyond those normally provided by the regular
school program in order to realize their (potential)
contribution to self and society.
Children capable of-high performance include those who
have denonstrated any of the following abilities or
aptitudes, singly or in combination:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

(1)

general intellectual ability,
specific academic aptitude,
creative or productive thinking,
leadership ability,
visual and performing arts,
psychomotor ability.1

Joseph Renzulli, "lfuat Hakes Giftedness?", KAPPAN, Vol. 60, (November, 1978)
p. 130.

Upon finding that rorty-nine students, or twenty percent of the
total enrollment, at Arcola High School has scores of 120 or above on
the Kuhlmann-Anderson Intelligence Test, the writer felt compelled to
develop a program of studies which would assist these students in
"realizing their (potential) contribution to self and society."
The Advanced Studies Program developed in the field experience
under discussion follows a 'mini-course"--approach.

Such courses were

developed in the areas of Business Education, English, Home Economics,
Industrial Arts, Mathematics, Physical Science, and Social Studies.
These mini-courses are basically units designed to include the following six items:

title of the unit, level for the units intended use,

purpose or objectives of the unit, outline of the procedure to be
followed in completing the unit, the evaluation process to be used
upon completion of the unit, and resource materi.al and _people available
to the student for his use in achieving the objectives of the unit.
Upon completing the _de:7.~lopment of the Advanced Studies units,
the writer developed a set of guidelines to be followed in the
administration of the program.

Also included in the paper is a

selection procedure to b~ used in identifying the students who will be
included in the Advanced Studies Program.
In completing the field ~.xperience herein described, the writer
compiled all of the material discussed above into what he hopes is a
workable and beneficial Advanced Studies Program.
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Section I
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this project shall be to develop a workable and

beneficial program for those students of Arcola High School who are
deemed to be gifted.

-....

Realizing that there is ofte~ a stigma associ-

ated with a student enrolled in a Gifted Program, the writer will refer,
hereafter, to the program of studies incorporated within this project
as "The Program of Advanced Studies" or simply as the "Advanced
Studies Program."

In defining the scope of the Advanced Studies Program to be used
at Arcola High School, the author will rely somewhat upon the definition
of giftedness as set forth by the United States Office of Education.
The definition under consideration appeared in the November, 1978
·KAPPAN in an article by Joseph S. Renzulli entitled "What Makes Giftedness?"
The definition quoted 11y Mr. Renzulli is as follows:
'Those • • • who by virtue of outstanding abilities are
capable of high performance. These • • • children • • • require differentiated educational programs and/or services
beyond those norm.c.~ly provided by the regular school program
in order to realize their (potential) contribution to self and
society.
Children capable of high performance include those who
have demonstrated any of the following abilities or aptitudes,
singly-or in combination:
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

(1)

general intellectual ability,
specific academic aptitude,
creative or productive thinking,
leadership ability,
visual and performiny arts aptitude,
psychomotor ability.

Joseph Renzulli, "What Hakes Gifedness?"
p. 180.

Kappan, Vol. 60 (November, 1978),
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In the Program of Advanced Studies at Arcola, attention will be
given primarily to the first four categories of abilities mentioned
in the definition of giftedness by Renzulli.

It is believed by the

writer, and also by the teachers who were interviewed, that the last
two categories are already being developed through our fine arts and
athletic department offerings.
The need for a Program of Advanced ~~~dies at Arcola High School
is made·evident by the fact that eight percent of those enrolled at
.Arcola High School have scored 124 or above on the Kuhlmann-Anderson
Intelligence Test.

In numbers of students, the percentage given

would yield a total of twenty students scoring 124 or above on the
test.

Further evidence can be offered by citing that eleven per cent

of those enrolled at Arcola High School, or twenty-nine students, have
IQ scores ranging from 120 to 124 as tested by the Kuhlmann-Anderson
test.

Thus, one can see that of the 250 students enrolled in Arcola

High School forty-nine students have scored 120 or above on the above
mentioned test.

\

...

From the facts cited in the foregoing paragraph, one can readily
see that there is a great need for Arcola High School to provide a
course of study which will better serve to develop tht, potential
abilities of those students who have been deemed more capable than the
average student.·
At Arcola, much time and money is being directed to meeting the
needs of those students at the lower end of the ability spectrum, but
no money whatsoever is being directed to meet the needs of those students
at the top of this spectrum.

For this reason, it shall be the purpose of

this project to develop a Program of Advanced Studies which will meet the
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needs of the twenty :•i?r cent of the student body who have outstanding
abilities and to offer the program to those students with the hope of
developing their abilities beyond that level reached in the regular
curricular offerings.
Realizing a need for an Advanced Studies Program at Arcola High
School, the writer approached the unit superintendent and the principal
concerning permission's being granted--for the writer to develop such a
program.

This permission was granted.

The writer met with the teachers from the various academic disciplines
on February 23, 1979, and sought their cooperation in developing a
Program of Advanced Studies.

The various teachers were asked to assist

the writer in developing the units of study which would be incorporated
into the program.

These teachers were asked to develop the units in

such a way as to include the following items:
1.

-2.

Title of the unit
Level at..which the unit might be suitably used

3.

Purpose of the unit

4.

Outline of the procedure to be used

5.

Evaluation process to be used

6.

Resource material.

As the teachers were developing the units in their respective areas,
the writer served as a consultant to assist them in the selection of
appropriate concepts which could be included in the unit, in the
selection of appropriate resource material, and in generally guiding
the development of the units to be included.
Once the units were completed, the writer compiled all of the
material into what he hopes is a workable and beneficial Program of

4

Advanced Studies which can be used to develop the potential abilities
of the forty-nine students who scored 120 or above on the KuhlmannAnderson Intelligence Test and who have also met the other criteria
discuss~d in the body of this paper.
The writer hopes that once the program becomes effective that
teachers will add units to those already extant and that the program
will be expanded even more fully than ~~'~ppears now.

5

Section II
Identification:
I.

Identification of those students deemed qualified to be accepted
into the Advanced 'Studies Program at Arcola High School will be
based upon the following five criteria:

1}

I.Q. Level as tested by the Henman-Nelson Test of Mental
'•

Ability or the Kuhlmann-Anderson Int~lligence Test.

Both

tests are here named because the counselor at Arcola used
the latter prior to the 1977-78 school year at which time
she changed to the former.

II.

2}

Teacher recommendation

3)

Student's self rating

4}

Grades from previous courses

5}

Achievement Test Scores

Explana.tion of criteria in Part I above:

The writer will now

discuss each of the five criteria to explain how each of them
will be used -in the identification procedure.
l}

The I.Q. score of each student is on file in the counselor's
office.

Students who are applying for admission into the

Advanced Studies Program will be awarded points based on the
continuum discussed in Part II below.

The follow1.ng table

will be used to award points based on the I.Q. of the
applicant.
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100-104
105-109
110-114
115-119
120 or above

1
2
3
4
5

The reason for awarding ratings as given here will be made
evident in the paragraph discussing teacher recommendation.
A student must be aware of the fact that an I.Q. score of
120 or above will not automatically iµclude him in the Program
of Advanced Studies.
2)

It is believed by those teachers assisting the writer in
this project that teacher recommendation is a very important
criterion in the selection of students for a program such as
this.

Very often, a teacher is able to identify a student

who is capable of su~cessfully completing an advanced studies
unit even though that student may not possess an·· I.Q. which
would allow him to be considered for admission into such a
program.

The writer finds that the teachers in those areas

of study deemed more yocational than academic in orientation
believe that the I.Q. criterion used alone would eliminate
several candidates who are very talented, or gifted, in that
particular area of stLiy.
Before recommendations are made by the teacher regarding
students to be involved in the Program of Advanced Studies,
the teacher should review carefully the appendix A to this
program·.

These pages contain characteristics and traits which

should be found in those students who are being recommended
for the program.

1'

To assist the t~acher in the identification of students to
be recommended for this program, the writer has included the
forms found in Appendix B.

These forms should be used in the

preliminary steps in the teachers identification process.

The

forms should assist .the teacher in reducing the number of students
they are recommending for the program.

Such a reduction in

-....

number, it is hoped, will cause the selection ta be a more realistic
and accurate one.
The forms found in Appendix Care included to facilitate
the teachers' work in the identification process.

The forms found

on these pages will give the teacher a somewhat objective guide
to follow in identifying students to be recommended for admission
into the Advanced Studies Program.

Teachers should not feel

bound by these forms but should feel free to use them as guides
in making their identifications.
3)

_,A third criterion which will be used in identifying students
' ·-

for the Advanced Stu~ies Program will be thaf entitled StudentSelf Rating.

The forms found in Appendix D will be used in

establishing this rating.
Each student applying for admission into the Advanced

Studies Program will complete the form found in Appendix D.
When interpreting the results of the questionnaire used
by the student to rate himself, the Selection Committee will
review the responses and then award a rating based on the
continuum discussed in part II below.

In interpreting the

student's answers to the forms in Appendix D, the members of
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the Selection Committe~ should pay close attention to the students'
self opinion and his level of motivation and desire.
4)

Once a student has made application to the Selection Committee
for admission into the Program of Advance~ Studies, the committee
will review the academic history of the student in the particular
area or areas in which the student plans to work.

The committee

will then award a rating for this criterion based on the continum
found in part II below.
5)

A fifth criterion to be used in the Identification process
will be the scores on the last achievement test which the student
has taken in the area of interest.

Again, the committee will

award a score for this criterion based upon the continum discussed
the Selection Procedure.
Selection:
I.

The selection committee will review all forms completed by·the
applic..ant and will~then independently rate that student on each
..
of the five criteria discussed above. The continuum upon which
"-

each rating is recorded will range from one to five with one
being considered a poor rating, three an average rating, and five
an excellent rating.

The individual ratings by the committee

members will then be averaged.

This average will become the

committee composite rating for each criterion.

The committee

composite ratings for each of the five criterion will be totaled
and a committee total rating will be assigned to each applicant.
Only students having a committee total rating of 17.5 will be
approved for admission into the program.
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II.

No student will be selected for admission into the program
without the approval of the Selection Committee.

However, if

the committee recommends a student's admission into the program,
the student may decide not to pursue the advanced studies
curriculum.
Any student applying to the Selection Committee for admission
into the program may withdraw his ap~lication at :1ny time prior
to the first day of the semester :i.n which he is to begin his
studies under this program.
The rationale for allowing students to withdraw from the
program is simply that the writer believes that only those
students who have a desire to be involved in such a program
will benefit from it.
III.

The Selection Committee for the Advanced Studies Program will
be made up of five people.

These five people will be appointed by

the Director of the Advanced Study Program.

These people will

include three teachers, the high school principal, and one
guidance counselor.

The writer believes that there might be some

value in including on this committee an additional two members
to be selected from the student body.

If such an a~dition is made,

the students will serve only in an advisory capacity.
such an inclusion is not being considered at this time.

However,
Possibly,

after a few years, when the program has been proven worthwhile,
such an addition to the Selection Committee might be considered.
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Financing: ,
Because of the·nature and design of the Advanced Studies
Program at Arcola High School, very little in the way of additional
funds will be required.

This little need for additional funds is

caused by the fact that teachers will be working with the students
in an individualized situation, allowing the student free time
to use resources offered by the c9ll\tllunity and area universities
and Junior Coll_eges.

Furthermore, the units have been constructed

in such a way as to provide the student the opportunity of using
the high school library which has an abundance of material which

can be used to complete the objectives in the units.
However, by 1981, the Area Service Center For The Gifted,
located· at Champaign, predicts that there will be available
120 dollars for each student identified as gifted.· The developer

of this program hopes that if such money becomes available it will
"t

be used to purchase addil:"ional materials and to defray the expenses
incurred in the tra~el1ng involved in obta_ining the materials
necessary to complete the units incorporated within the program.
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Guidelines:
, :1)

Each student selected to participate in the Advanced Studies
Program will be allowed no more than two Advanced Studies
courses per year.

:2)

Each Advanced Study Course will be one semester in length and
'·

will consist of no more than five-·but no less. than two units
in the designated area of concentration.
JJ)

Each teacher in the Advanced Studies Program will be working
with students in an individualized study situation;

therefore,

no teacher will be assigned more than three such students in
any one semester unless the teacher agrees to be responsible
for more than the three prescribed students.
'.4)

Each student selected for the program will be released from
one study hall per day to work on.the material in the unit he
is pursuing.

This "~eleased time" concession will be considered

as an "honor syst~m" and any student vi'>lating it will be
placed in the study hall under the supervision of the study hall
teacher.
Any student involved with the honor system may study in the
library, cafeteria, a classroom, or a laboratory as he sees the
need arise but will not be allowed to leave the school premises
without following the established procedure as outlined in the
student handbook.
5)

The student will pursue the regular course of study in each
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subject area in addition to his involvement in ti1E:! Advanced
Study Program.

However, with written permission from the teacher,

the student may substitute one or more Advanced Study Units
for an equivalent number of units in the regular curricular
offering for that particular subject area.
:6)

Each Advanced Study Unit completed by the student will be awarded
with one semester of credit on the ·student's ti.:anscript.

If the

student opts to take one semester of individualized study in lieu
of one semester of regular course material, that student will be
granted one semester of credit for his work if satisfactorily
completed.
:1)

Students will only be considered for the Advanced Studies Program
-who make application to the committee.

For this reason, teachers

are encouraged to discuss this program with their students and to
especially encourage any student deemed qualified to pursue a
course of study within.~~e program.
8)

Application for the-Advanced Studies Program must be made no
later than one quarter prior to the semester in which a student
wishes to be enrolled in the program.

'9)

A student may withdraw from the program at anytime prior to the
first day of the semester in which he is to begin his studies.

10)

The Advanced Studies Program under consideration will be initiated
under a three phase plan as described below:
1980-1981 -- Phase I:

Eight students will be selected.
Two students will be selected
from each grade level.
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1981-1982 -- Phase II:

Twelve students will be selected.
Three students will be selected
from each grade level.

1982-1983 -- Phase III:

School personnel should now feel
more competent to proceed with
the program.

Therefore, this year

the-- program will be open to all

students who qualify and who are
selected.

Of course, this will be

possible only is a sufficient
number of cooperating teachers can
be found to work with the students.
'.11)

Once every three years, beginning with the date of the inception
of this program, a committee will be appointed by the Director
of the Gifted Program to evaluate the Advanced Studies Program.
This committee will be comprised .of one principal, one guidance
\

...

counselor, three teachers, and two students-who have successfully
completed studies in the Advanced Study Program.
·:i2)

The evaluation by the committee discussed in item 11 above will
be based upon:
a.

strengths of the program,

b.

weaknesses of the program,

c.

revisions of existing materials in the program,

d.

additions or deletions of materials in the program.

Section III
THE ffiUTS

Unit A

Business Education

Title:

CAREERS IN BUSINESS

Level:

Junior-Senior

Advanced Studies Program

Purpose of Unit:
To help students develop an appreciation for the importance of
careers, good work habits, why people work, and the importance of
career planning.
Scope
Helping the student to become familiar with career exploration
procedures and activities, sources of information, the importance of
making career decisions and planning ahead.
Procedure
1.

Students will choose three (3) areas from the six (6) that
are available.

2.

Student will follow the test-workbooks T,1hich will guide him
through the whats, whys and hows of spe,:ific careers.

3.

Students will set up interview with local persons and businesses
in the specific areas to see first hand what is involved in the
.·- job.

Content

A.

EXPLORIHG CLERICAL CAH.EERS

B.

EXPLORING SECRETARIAL CAREERS

C.

EXPLORE1G DATA PROCESSEJG CAREERS

D.

EXPLOTI.I:1G 1:TI10LESALrTG p,.:p) RETAILrrc CAREE:-!.S

E.

:CXPLORI:;r. ACCOU~iTI'.iG CAT'..E:Ens

F.

EXPLORU1G SERVICE CAREERS
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Careers Unit
Evaluation
A.

Check the workbook exercises.

B.

Orally check, ask and discuss with the student (at various times)
concerning their findings.

C.

Give an objective test covering the material covered.

D.

Have student write up a summary of their interview findings.

Resources

'•

1.

Community persons and businesses.

2.

Baggett, Harry W., Exploring Data Processing Careers, West Chicago,
Illinois, South-Western Publishing Company, 1978.

3.

Eggland, Steven A., Exploring Service Careers, West Chicago, Illinois,
South-Western Publishing Company, 1978.

4.

Eggland, Steven A., Exploring Wholesaling and Retailing Careers,
West Chicago, Illinois, South-Western Publishing Company, 1978.

5.

Plevipk, Paul P., Exploring Accounting Careers, West Chicago,
Illinois, South-Western Publishing Company, 1978.

6.

Reel, Rita M., Exploring Secretarial Careers, West Chicago,
Illinois, South-Western Publishing Company, 1978.

7.

Ristau, Robert A..·,, Exploring Clerical Careers, West Chicago,
Illinois,_South-Western Publishing_ Company, 1978.

Other resource material available for the student to use in completing
this unit will be found in a file of past issues of the following four
magazines:

1.

Balance Sheet, South-Western Publishing Company, Cincinnati, Ohio.

2.

Business Education, Gregg/McGraw-Hill Publishing C~mpany, New York,
New York.

3.

Journal of Business Education, Heldref Publishers, Washington, D.C.

4.

Today's Secretary, Gregg/McGraw-Hill Publishing Company, New York,
New York.
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Unit B

Business Education

Title:

SHORTIWID VOCABULARY PROJECT

Level:

Junior~Senior

Advanced Studies Program

Purpose
The purpose of the unit is to teach students the basic vocabulary
of the Gregg shorthand system (Diamond JOQliee Series); to help students
acquire a smooth, fluent reading pace, as well as a.working mastery of
the well-known brief forms, phrases and geographic locations.
Content
A.

Theory material and review prepared by instructor

B.

Brief forms
1. order of presentation
2. alphabetic presentation

C.

Phrases
1. reading
2. writing_

D.

}~jor Cities
1. reading ·
2. writing

E.

States and Zip-Codes
1. reading
2. writing

Evaluation

A.

Oral checkinr, and explanation

B.

Theory conprehension tests

C.

Theory accuracy tests

D.

Oral reading tests

Resource Haterial
A.

Prepared materials in folders -- to be presented hy the teacher.

J3.

Grer,z, .John Robert, Crer,r-1. Shorthand Text, !!ew Yorl:, McGraw/rill
Book CoT'l.pany, 1Q71, 120 pp.
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Unit C

Business Education

Title:

FILING UNIT I -- Alphabetic Filing

Level:

Junior-Senior

Arl;;.<1nced Studies Program

Purpose
The purpose of this unit is to understand how to alphabetically file
materials properly for easy and quick r~ference. The scope would include
becoming familiar with the general rules~'governing personal names, business
names, and names of organizations and government ~~encies as well as completing
exercises coverins indexing, filing order, and cross referencing.
-

..

Content
I.

Definitions of filing, natural order, written order and alphabetic
index order

II.

Specific rules to follow (enclosed pamphlet) (rules #1-#9, pp.1-2)
A.

Personal Name3
1. Initials and abbreviations
2. Particles and articles
3. Titles and degrees
4. Seniority titles
5. Identical names
6. Compound and hyphenated names
7. Names of rnarrted women
8. Unusual nam.es
B. Business ;fames (rules f!lO-f/21, pp.3-5)
1. Minor words
2. Abbreviations
3. Single letters
4 • Compound nE ,r.es
5. Titles
6. Possessives
7. Separated single words
8. Numbers
C. :far.1es of Organizations and Government Agencies (rules !122-;.!J 1, pp. G-9)
1. Associations, clubs, and service or~anizations
2. Financial Orranizations
3. Religious institutions
4. Educational institutions
5. Publications
6. Broadcasting Stations
7. Tiotels, motels
8. Federal ?,overnment na~es
9. Political subdivisions
10. Foreign governr.1ent names

Filing Unit
D.
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Complete given job assignments covering each nf the previous
mentioned examples

Evaluation

1.
2.

Individually graded assignments
Tests for competency

Resource Material:
(1)

Agnew, Peter L., Secretarial Offic_e-'Practice, West Chicago, Illinois,
South-Western Publishing Company, 1966, 616 pp.

(2)

Bassett, Ernest D. and David r,. Goodman, Office Filin~ Procedure,
West Chicago, Illinois, South-Western Publishing Company, 51 pp.

(3)

Fisher, Ray Wall, Alphabetic Indexing, West Chicago, Illinois,
South-Western Publishing Company, 1956, 43 pp.

(4)

Kahn, Gilbert, Progressive Filing, ~1ew York, Greggr·fcGraw-Hill Book
Company, 1969, 113 pp.

The student will also make use of the Office Filing Procedures Practice
Set which is on file in the Business Department.

Unit D

Business Education

Ad,•:,_nced Studies Program

Title:

FILIUG UNIT II -- Geographic, Numeric, Subject Filing

Level:

Junior-Senior

Purpose
The purpose of this unit is to develop an understanding of the basic
rules of geographic, numeric and subject filing. Determine how and when
to incorporate these systems with an alphabetic filing system as well as
when to use independently.
·
Content
I.
II.

III.

Definition

of each of the filing systems.

Completion of Jobs 7, 8, and 9 of Office Filing Procedures
(practice set) for reinforcement and understanding of the
rules and application.
A.

Order of consideration of the units in each system

B.

Examples to code and file

Research on various filing systems· used in the community
(find out the following)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Basically what typ.~- is used
Do they use a ~ombination of more than -0ne system
What equipment is used to store the various files
How long is information in files retained
How often are they revised or changed
*Results of st1:;·vey may be given orally or written

Evaluation
A.

Results of survey

E.

Checking of exercises

C.

Test over understanding of rules and application of each system

References
Same as used in Unit C
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Home F.cono1:1ics

Unit A
Title Of The Unit:

Level:

Advanced Studies Pro~raM

Potential Careers In Eome :r.'urnishing ~erchandisino:

Junior-Senior

Purpose of unit:
The purpose of this unit will
regarding the potential c.areers in
Standard Industrial Classification
furnishings into eight r.1ajor areas
unit.

be to provide the student with experiences
the home furnishings industry. The
has divided the marketing of hone
each of which will be discussed in this

Procedure:
The student will have had experience in the Housing and Interior
design class provided in the regular curriculum. The student will
visit each of the following stores:
1.
2.
3.
l1.

5.
6.
7.

n.

Furniture
Floor covering
Drapery, curtain, and upholstry
China, glass~·mre, and metalware
Miscellaneous home furnishings
Household appliance
Radio and television
~1usic

During the visit, the student will interview employees ir. each of
the major merchandising stores and will develop a list of employee
qualificmions and jo~ responsihilities.
·After visiting the sfores listed ahove, the s~udent will conplete
a career ladder· for each of the major areas of nerchanclising in that list.
\_

Evaluation:
The student will be evaluated upon written reports based on the
interviews and career ladders discussed under "Proceclure" above. Further
evaluation will 11e based upon a teacher-student conference in Fhich will
be discussed the knowledge acquired by the student in completing the
career lad<lers and reports discussecl under "r>rocedures" ahove.
P.esource 'Ta terial:
1.
2.
3.

4.

Area store owners, managers and/or employees
~'01:1c Econo::Li c ti?acher or te:ichers
Die tionary of 0ccupational 'T'itles, T.rashington, n .C., United
States Departnent of T.ahor, '!anpower Adr1inistration, 19r..5.
!Tome Furnishin~s 'ferci1andisinr;: A Suo;r;ested T.ntercHsciplinarv
nuide, Illinois State Board of ~ducation.
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5.
6.
7.

Hopke, William E., ed., Encyclopedia of Careers, ~fow York,
Doubleday Publishing Company, 1()75.
Interior Desi~n Directory and Reference nuide, Illinois
State Library.
Occupational Outlook Handbook, Tfashington, D.C., United States
Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, 1977-78.
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Home Economics

Unit B

Advr~ced Studies Program

Title:

General Preparation To Enter Business World

Level:

Junior-Senior

Purpose:
The student will be given experiences in describing the types and
sources of related continuing education for home furnishings merchandising
and for advancement within the area of interest. This advancement
must be consistent with authorative infbrmation appropriate for the
occupation area in interest to the student •
.Procedure:
The student will have completed the Housing and Interior Design
class offered in the regular curriculum. The student will write a
letter of application/inquiry which is consistent with a given model,
complete with all information which may be required by that model
and which is absolutely correct regarding form, legibility, and spelling.
The student will prepare a resume or data sheet which is consistent
with a given outline with all information given in correct form, written
legibly, and with all words spelled correctly.
The student will complete the employment application with all
information necessary to complete the -application assembled in advance
by the student, all information entered into each category of the
application as directed, and all information given correctly as regards
spelling, legibility, and,{orm.
Without the use of reference material, the learner will describe
and/or demonstrate appropriate characteristics of the job applicant,
including attire, grooming, and conduct during the interview.
Students will lir.t personal criteria such as financial and soci~l
expectations which wo~id make a job offer acceptable to them. Further,
students will describe the procedures and practices for terminating
a job. Such procedures and practices must be consistent with a model
of procedures and practices as provided in the home furni:;hings area.
These practices and procedures will include length of time before
notice becomes effective, methods of notification, request for
referenced, etc.
The student will be presented case studies of the conflict ·
situations which are conunon to the home furnishings area and will identify
the probable cause of the conflict and suggest at least one possible
action which would solve hte conflict. Guidelines for the solution
of these conflict situations will be provided by the teacher.

Conflict situations will involve the following areas:
1.
2.
3.

employer--employee
employee--employee
employer--customer.

Evaluation:
Evaluation of the student's progress in this unit will be based
upon student-teacher conferences, the written work discussed in
"Procedure", any tests the teacher may decide to give, and observations
of the student and his work by the teacher.
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Unit C

Home Economics

Title:

Marketing Skills

Level:

Junior-Senior

Adv7nced Studies Program

Purpose of the Unit:
The purpose of this unit is to provide the student with experience
in the areas of sales, aperating the cash register, merchandise mathematics,
stockkeeping, damaged stock, buying, prevention of shoplifting, advertising,
and display.
Procedure:
The student will have completed the Housing and Interior Design class
offered in the regular curriculum.
The student, given an actual or simulated situation and samples of
complete and incomplete personal checks, will identify those checks which
are negotiable and those which are non-negotiable as consistent with
policies and procedures of a given bank. These policies and prccedures
will be provided by the teacher.
The student will be required to recocd on the cash register the
price and department of the merchandise, the total price of the merchandise,
the total tax on the merchandise, and the total cost to the customer.
The cash register record must be done with 100 percent accuracy.
The student will give a sales presentation including given requirements
as provided by the teacher.
In an actual or simlllated situation, using a~telephone, a telephone
order sales check, and an Illinois Sales Tax Collection Schedule, the
student will answer the telephone, give the greeting, indentify himself,
identify the retail store or department, take a request for service,
write a telephone sales check which contains information given in the
instructions, and repeat qll recorded information to the caller.
The student will follow the correct procedure to be followed when
using a cash register.
Students will fill out and co~pute the amount of a sales check
includin~ all information provided by the teacher.
Given an actual or simulated situation, merchandise to he returned,
and a merchandise return form, the student will le8ihly fill out the
merchandise return form consistent with the policies and nrocedures of a
r,iven retailer.
The student will give correct change in actual or simulated situatior:s.
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Placed in a stockkeeping role, the student will receive, unpack,
check, assemble, mark, !:.icket, and prepare merchandise for the selling
floor or stockroom follouing the procedure of a given retailer. Such
procedure will be provided by the teacher.
The student will prepare a merchandise order form in a manner
consistent with the policies of a given retailer. Such policies will be
provided by the teacher.
The student will Ii.st the steps involved in reporting an incident
of shoplifting.
Given necessary materials, the studen.t will create a well-balanced
layout and paste-up suitalbe for mechanical reproduction. Such layout
will be regarded in the realm of advertising of some product or products
to be sold by the retail agent.
The student will develop a script for radio and television
presentation advertising a given product.
Given an actual or simulated situation, merchandise to be displayed,
related display props, and display materials as provided by the manufacturer
and/or developed by the student, the student will construct a promotional
countertop, shelf, show-case or window display consistent with the
policies and procedures of a given retailer. Such policies and procedures
will be provided by the teacher.
Evaluation:
Evaluation of the student's progress through the phases of this
unit will be based upon teacher---observations, local retailer ohservation,
tests, -and actions ~rforme9 by the student in simulated or actual
situations.
·Resource Hater:i.al:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Local Retailers
Window Display Specialists
Shoplifting Prevention Specialists
Marketing Specialists
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Unit D

Home Economics

Title of the Unit:
Level:

Advanced Studies Program

Merchandising Skills

Junior-Senior

Purpose of the Unit:
The purpose of this unit is to provide the student with merchandising
experience in the identificaiton of furniture styles, construction of
upholstered furnishings, styles of wood finishes, appliances, home
accessories, and design and arrangement. Further, the purpose is to
provide merchandising experience as regardp the determination of measures,
window treatments, and window coverings.·· All of tha skills to be
developed are important to successful merchandising as regards home
furnishings.
Procedure:

The student will have completed the Pausing and Interior Design
class offered in the regular curriculum.
The student will prepare portfolios of furniture styles and visit
a large furniture store to view the various furniture styles.
The student will collect pictures which depict "cutaways" showing the construction of upholstered furnishings and mount the pictures.
A portfolio will be assembled centered around the theme of furniture
construction.
The student will visit a furniture manufacturing firm.
The student will constrhct portfolios containing fact sheets about
various furniture finishes and the characteristics of each finish. Included
in this portfolio should be both positive and negative aspects regarding
the types of finishes used in furniture construction.
Placed in a simulated sales setting and confronted with a eustomer
posing questions rer;arding various wood finis:'1es, the t tuden·t wil list
characteristics of the finishes as regards resistance to burns or stains.·
Purther, the sturlent will explain oroner care procedures. The student
should conduct this discussion with the nrimary objective heing the
satisfaction of the custoMer.
The student ~d.11 use resources to T'"1nke a co!"lnlete list of all
sriecial features ascri])cd to the current r1c1._ior apnli.an·ces.
'T'he stu(le11t ,:il collect nicturcs of a varictv of function.::tl,
decorative, an<l esthetic obj r.cts, and indicate the tyne of roori i.n
wtij c11 cnch. 1"1i<;ht he userl effectively.
raven various ryieces of unholsterec'! Furni.s 1,in•"'.S, t,..,.e student wi.11
i<lentify the cnnrion fnhrics inclu<lin" nvlon, noly~sters, oleFine:
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acetates, and rayon, and will list the characteristics of each.
Given a number of pictures of room arranp;ements and di.splays,
the student will he able to identify and explain the application of
the following principles:
(1)

(2)
(3)
(!1)
(5)
(6)

balance
proportion
harmony
rhythm
emphasis
contrast

The student will draw scale-model rooms and determine the placenent
of furnishinp;s. Color swatches, nair..t chysis, and wall paper samples
can be included to demostrate use of texture and colors.
Given a color sample from either a wall covering, a fabric, a
picture, or a floor covering, the student will collect saT'!ples of the
other materials which would coordinate with the color sample to achieve
a color scheme that the customer would find desirable.
The student will prepare fact sheets regarding a variety of floor
coverings containing information about characteristics, availablesize,
care, and the suggested areas of use.
The student will identify and list the advantages and disadvantages
of each of the differnet types of carpet.
Given a roon in which floor coerinr, is to be installed, a yardstick
or a meter stick, the student will measure and determine the amount of
carpet needed to cover the flo-0r, yet allowing for the least amount of
waste.
The student will research the basic types of window construction
and sketch and identify appropriate window coverings for each. Included
in this step will be the suggestion of appropriate rods and fasteners
for each window treatment.Tl1e student will collect swatches of fabric for window coverings
and list characteristics of each.
~iven various window types, the student will neasure the width
and length of each window type and deter~ine tl1e size of the suitahle

uindow covering.
Evaluation:
Evaluation of the students' yirogress on this unit Pill he basec1 upon
the portfolios discussed in "Procedure", as ~·Tell as upon crossword
puzzles related to this unit, tests, vr:Ltten reports, and teacher
observation.
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Resource Material:
Furniture Salespersons
Interior Decorator
Local Retailers of appropriate items.
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Horne Economics

Unit E
Title Of Unit:
Level:

Advanced Studies Program

Source !faterial For Home Furnishing Business

Junior-Senior

Purpose of the Unit:
The purpose of this unit is to farnilarize the student with the
variety of booklets, magazines, and other printed naterial ·which is
available and useful in providing information and background knowledge
in the home furnishings merchandising area and possible business.
Procedure:
The student will write to companies such as the Small Business
Administration, Government Printing Office, Trade Sources, and State
Education Agencies for booklets regarding the home furnishing business.
Addresses of these agencies will be provided by the teacher.
The student will develop a portfolio of booklets and magazine
articles dealing with areas such as furniture retailing, interior
decoratin3, painting and wall decorating, furniture retailing, and
kitchen planning standards.
Evaluation:
Evaluation of the students progress will be based upon the portfolio'
and its contents and organization.
Resource Material:
Home Furnishings Herchand1sing: A Su~gested lnterdiscfolinary
Guide 1 Illinois State Hoard of Education.
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Unit A

Industrial Arts

Title:

Hammer Handle

Level:

Sophomore-Senior

Advanced Studies Program

Advanced Hetals

Purpose:
In the metalworking industry today the machine tools are very
important. A machine tool is a machine which is used for cutting
metal. v7e are living in the age of machines and th~ metal lathe
is one of the oldest and most important machine tool in industry.
In the making of a hammer handle one wil~•be introduced to the
learning units desired pertaining to the metal latrre.
Procedure:
The hammer handle is to be made of 1" round aluminum. The
handle will be 13" long and finished turned to 7/8"
or - 1/lnnn
diameter. This all will be done on the metal lathe. This job
should take about three weeks.
Behavioral Objectives: Be able to:
1. Face stock in three jaw chuck.
2. Center drill stock in three jaw chuck.
3. Turn stock between centers.
4. Turn stock to
or - 1/1')()() of an inch with the use of a micrometer.
5. Layoff lengths on stock mounted in thellathe.
6. Figure and cut a taper on the metal.lathe.
7. Knurl stock in metal lathe.
8. Cut freehand taper on metal lathe.
9. Drill stock using fou:r jaw chuck.
10. Cut internal threads on lathe.
11. Cut external threads or lathe.
12. Adjust speed and feed of the lathe.
13. Fit external and internal threads properly.
References:
0. A. Ludwir,, '1et:tlwork Technology ancl Practice: Pages t,F.2-l,')1
Burghardt and A.'<elrod, 'facl1inc 'T'ool nperation: Pages 21Q-127
South Bend Lathe., How To Run A Lathe: Entire book

General Directions:
1.

2.
3.
4.

In order that you better understand the discussion an<l
demonstration of the lathe and its operations, read the
above references.
Proceed with work as outliner! in the Plan of Procedure.
At the proper check points bring the handle and plan of
procedure to the instructor.
Take plan of nrocedure and finished project to the instructor
for teacher pupil evaluation.
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Tools needed:.
1 •. Power hacksaw
2. Lathe and accessories
3. Die ink
4. Scribe
.5. Steel rule
6. Drills

!!fil

of Material:

# Part
1 ~ Handle

Size
111 X 1311

Cost

Quanity

Stock

s.12

1.083- Ft.

Aluminum

1 - Cap ·

l" X 211

s.12

.166 Ft.

Aluminum

"',

TOTAL COST
Drawing£!: Hammer Handle:

Plan of Procedure:
l.
2.

Obtain aluminum stock 1 11 diameter by 1311 long.
Determine and set proper speed and feed.
3. Show instructor settings.
4. Mount stock in three jaw chuck.
5. Set tool post at proper height and angle.
6. Face one end of stock.
7. Center. drill faced end.
8. Have teacher pupil evaluation.
9. Face opposite er.d.
10. Center drill opposite end.
11. Set lathe for turning.

Total

=
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12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
!15.

46.
47.

Show instructor setting.
Turn stock to 7/8" + or - 1/1000. You will write 100 words
on a topic presented by the instructor for each 1/1000 of an
inch off the allowance.
Teacher pupil evaluation.
Layoff stock for proper lengths for the different parts.
Check with instructor.
Calculate offset for taper.
Check with instructor.
Set offset on lathe.
Check with instructor.
Cut taper on lathe.
Turn neck to 5/3" = or - 1/lOOO-.. ,
Turn head thread portion to 3/8" :t- or - 1/.J.000.
Set lathe for cutting a sharp V thread with 16 threads per inch.
Have teacher pupil evaluation.
Cut threads for head portion.
Check with instructor.
Set lathe for knurling.
Cut knurl for lathe.
Teacher pupil evaluation.
Set hand portion of handle extending out of four jaw chuck.
Check with instructor.
Center drill a 5/8" hole the depth of the hand portion.
Center drill a 3/8" hole to 7" from the end of the handle.
Set up for cutting internal threads on eand of the handle.
Teacher pupil evaluation.
Cut 1" round aluminum 2" long.
Face one end in three jaw chuc~.
Turn to 7/8" + or - 1/1000.
Layoff measurements for handle cap.
Turn opposite end to 3/4" 1" or - 1/1000.
Cut knurl end in four jaw chuck.
Cut freehand round on l:nurl end.
Set knurl end in four jaw chuck with copper.
Center drill ~z'' hole 3/ 3" from end of round.
Cut sharp V threads, 16 threads per inch on portion turned
to 3 / 4" + or - 1/ 1000 •
Test frequentl;-to see if cap fits in end of handl~.
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Evaluation:
Evaluation will be based upon the plan of procedure as well as
the completed project. Evaluation will be based upon the following
five criteria.
1.

Accuracy -- 10 points

2.

Appearance

1n points

3.

Techniques

10 points

4.

Finished Project -- 10 points

s.

Work Time -- 10 points

''
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Industrial Arts

Unit B
Title:

Nea.t Ten<lerizor - Advance<l lfotals

Level:

Sophomore-Senior

Advanced Studies Program

Purpose:
Along with the metal lathe, the shaper and millin~ machine play
an important part in industry. The shaoer anrl millini:,; machine are also
considered machine tools. In the making of the meat tenderizor, the
learner will be introduced to the learning units desired pretaining
to the shaper and r.iillinp, machine.
·,.
Procedure:
. The meat tenderizor is to be made of 2" sciuare aluminum. The
head will be 311 long. The head will be cut down to 1 3 / l1" X: 1 3 / 4" X
2 3/4". The job will be done on the shaper and the milling machine.
The job should take about 2 weeks.
Behavioral Objectives: Be able to:
1. Identify the major parts of the shaper and milling machine.
2. Set up a milling machine for operation.
3. Cut with milling machine.
4. Adjust stroke of shaper.
5. Set the shaper for cutting.
6. Use power hacksaw.
7. Use power drill.
References:
O. A. Ludwig, !-.fetalwork"fechnolop,y and Practice:

Pages l+99-5n4

General Directions:
1.

2.
3.

4.

In order that you better understand the discussion and demonstration
of the shaper and milling machine and its operations, read the
above reference.·
Do your work as outlined in the plan of procedure.
At the proper check points hrin3 the meat tenderizor and plan
of procedure to the instructor.
After finishing the project brinR project and plan of procedure
to the instructor for teacher pupil evaluation.

Tools needed:
1. Shaper
2.

;Ulling ;fachine

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Drill Press
Die ink
Center punch
Drills
Scriber
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Bill of Material:
. # _ PD.rt

l - head
·.. Drawing

.2f.

Size

Cost

2 11 X 3"

. So48

Quanity

Total

Stock

Aluminum
025 Ft.
TOTAL COST
=

Neat Tenderizor:

J,

----·(ffi---

L!___
_ __::__

..

~

- · -J

r=-;~'l

----j

---··

·-4

_:=J
·Plan of Procedure:

l.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.

-

13.
140
15.
16.

Obtain 2n square ,aluminum stock.
Determine proper stroke for shaper •.
Mount stock in shaper.
Show instructor se~ting.
Cut head to 113/16 11 rough cut.
Rough cut both ends until there is a 2 13/1611 rough cuto
Set milling machine for finishing cut.
Mount stock in milling machineo
Show instructor setting.
Cut four sides to final dimensions.
Mark ends for cutting ends.
Mount in shRner.
Cut ends with 3/811 cutting edges.
Mark center for handle.
Drill 1/4 11 hole in ce:1ter of side 2/3 the thickness of heado
Tap hoJ.c with 3/cl 11 tap witb 16 threads per inch.
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Evaluation:
Evaluation will be based upon the plan of procedure as well as
the completed project. Evaluation will be based upon the following
five criteria:
1.

Accuracy -- 10 points

2.

Appearance

10 points

3.

Techniques

10 points

4.

Finished Project

s.

Work Til"le -- 10 points

'

--

10 points
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Industrial Arts

Unit C
Title:

Chest Of Drawers - Advanced Woodworking

Level:

Junior-Senior

Adva~ced Studies Program

Purpose:
To reinforce some of the learning units of the course, the chest
of drawers will serve as a good vehicle. Upon c,ompletion of the chest
of drawers the learner will get some experience in wood finishing.
Procedure:
The chest of drawers can be made of the wood desired
not to exceed 54 inches and the width not to be more than
The depth should be 16 inches with some type of design on
fronts, base board, and top. The top and sides should he
3/ 4 inch thick.

with a height
36 inches.
the drawer
at least

Behavioral Objectives: Be able to:
1. Square stock using machines.
2. Produce woodworking joints.
3. Fasten wood with glue.
4. lay out measurements and design.
5. Operate power equipment for woodworking.
6. Finish a product.
General Directions
1.
2.
3.

Read and understand the plan of procedure and the worv.ing drawings
before starting to ,,rork.
At the proper chect~ points have the instructor ched: the chest
of drawers and pTan of procedure.
Take the plan of procedure and finished pro.i ect to the instructor
for teacher-~u~il evaluation.

Tools Needed
1.
2.
3.
!1.

s.
f,.

7.
8.
9.
1().
11.

Rule
r..adial arm saw
Jointer
Thickness planer
Table saw
'P,and S<'.J.T,.T
Poucr router
Bar clamps
Squares
:Power sanders
Portable power drill
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Pl?n of Procedure
for
Chest of Drawers
1.
2.

Obtain amount of wood needed for the particular parts.
Cut and label all the boards to their rough size on the radial
arm saw.
3. Take top boards and smooth one surface and one edge on the
jointer.
4. Run the top boards through the thickness planer to 7/8 inch
thickness.
5. Rip each top board to its maximum'width on the table saw.
6. Smooth the ripped edges on the jointer.
7. Arragne the top boards according to their grain dircetion and
annual rings.
8. Mark the top boards so one can put them in the same direction
again.
· 9. Have the instructor check the top boards.
10. Cut the glue joints on the table saw.
11. Glue the top boards together using the double spread method.
12. Take the side boards and smooth one surface and one edge on
the jointer.
13. Run the side. boards through the thickness planer t~ 7 /8 inch
thickness.
14. Rip each side board to its maximum width on the table saw.
15. Smooth the ripped ed3es on the jointer.
16. Arrange the two sides according to their grain direction and
an.nual rings.
17. Mark the two sides so c;;,ne can put them in the same direction
_again.
~·
18. Have the instructor ,.~Jleck the side boards.
19. Cut the glue joi.I].tS on the table saw.
20. Glue the side boards together using the double spread method.
Let them dry 24 hours
21. Take the front drawer slides and smooth one surface and one
edge on the jointer.
22. Run the slides through the thickness planer to 3/4 inch
thickness.
23. Rip the slides to two inches wide on the.table saw.
2l•. · Smooth the ripped ed~es on the .i ointer.
25. Take the drawer slide sides and backs and smooth one surface
,md one ed,:i;e on the jointer.
26. Run the slides through the thickness planer to 3/4 inch
thickness.
27. Rip the slides to two inches wide on the table saw.
Smooth the ripped edzes on the jointer.
29. Cut all the drawer slides to the proper length.
30. Arrange all the drawer slides for marking.
31. Have the instructor check the drawer slides.
32. Hark all the slides for corner positioning and separate slides.
33. Cut a spline joint in each corner of each slide.
34. Trial assemble each slide.
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35.
36.
37.
38.
39.

40.
41.

42.
43.
44.

45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.

51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.

58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.

66.
67.
6J.

69.
70.
71.
7'2.

73.
7l}.
75.
76.
77.

Have the instructor check the assembling.
Make all correc~ions, if any.
Glue all drawer slides together being sure they are square
Allow them to dry 24 hours.
Take the drawer petition and smooth one surface and one edge
on the jointer.
Run the petition through the thickness planer to 3/4 inch
thickness.
Rip the petition to its desired width on the table saw.
Smooth the ripped edge on the jointer.
Cut to desired length on the radial arm saw.
Run the top and sides through the thickness planer to 3/4 inch
thickness.
Cut groove joints in the top drawe~ slide.
Cut dado joints in the top for sides and petitions.
Mark all dado joints in the top for sides and petitions.
Cut dado joints in the sides for drawer slides.
Cut rabbet joints in the sides and top for the back to fit into.
Take the base design board and smooth one surface and one edge
on the jointer.
Run the design board through the thickness planer to 3/4 inch
thickness
Rip the design board to 1 5/8 inches wide.on the table saw.
Smooth the ripped edr,e on the jointer.
Carefully lay out design on the base board in pencil.
Have the instructor check the design.
Cut the design using the band saw.
Hediun sand all the boards that are plan,,d dol-m.
Cut rabbet joints in the base board.
Trial assemble the chest.
Have the instructor cheek the chest.
-Make all corrections.
Glue all the boards together bein?, sure the chest is square and
allow it to dry f'or 24 hours.
Take all the drawer fronts and smooth one surface and one
edge on the jointer.
Run the drawer fronts through the thickness planer to 7/3 inch
thickness.
Rip fronts to their maximum width on the table saw. ·
Smooth the ripped edges on the jointer.
Glue the clrauer fronts that need it using the glue joint cutter
and the double spread ~etho<l.
Allm1 t:1cli1 to dry '2!, hours.
Tate the drm!cr backs an<l sides and smooth one surface and one
cd:3c on the jcintcr.
tl:r(Ju::;h t;1c thicl:.ncss ;,lancr to 3/ 4 inch thickness.
Rip them to their r.inxirau,1. wi<l th on the table saw.
S:-::oot~1 the ri:1~0<l boards on tl:c jointer.
Gluc the <lra~-Ier sides and bacl:es that need it, using the r;lue
:tun t'.icil

joint cutter and double spread nethod.
Allow them. to dry '.Uf hours.
rrecove the excess glue from the rlrawer fronts.
:;.un t:1e;1 tltrou;;l1 U1c tldc1:ness pL:mcr to 1/ !, inch thicLness.
1:.ip all drm·.-cr fronts to their correct width on the table s1:w·.
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78.
79,
80,

81.
82.
83.

84.
85.

36,

87.
88.
89.
90.

91.
92.
93.

94.
95.

96.

97.
98.
99.
100.

101.
102.
103~

104.
105.
106.

107.
108.
109.
110.
111.
112.

Crosscut the -Fronts to their correct length on the radial arm saw.
Hedium sand all the fronts.
Router the design in all the drawer fronts.
Remove any excess glue from the drawer sides and backs.
Run them through the thickness planer to 5/8 inch thickness.
Rip the sides and back their correct width on the table saw.
Smooth the ripped edges on the jointer.
Cut the sides and edges to their desired length on the radial arm
saw.
:Iedium sand all the sides and backs,
Cut rabbet joints all around every drawer front on the table
saw,
Cut rabbet joints on each side.or the drawer fronts for the sides to
fit the fronts.
Rip a groove for the bottoms to fit into the fronts.
Rip grooves in drawer sides so they line up with the groove in the
fronts.
Cut dado joints 1/2 inch from the back of the sides for the drawer
back to fit into.
Cut the drawer bottoms out of 1/8 inch masonite on the table saw.
Trial assemble all the drawers.
Have the instructor check and trial fit into the chest.
Make all corrections.
Trial assemble and trial fit into the chest opening until the
drawers fit properly.
Glue all the drawers together being sure the drai.ers are square.
Allow them to dry 24 hours.
Set up and do all router work needed on the top.
Finish sand all the drawers and drawer slides.
Cut plywood for the c~est back and nail to the chest.
Finish sand the chest~
Have the i~structor_check the chest.
Stain now, if ~taining is desired. Allow it to dry 24 hours.
Decide on the type of finish and apply the first coat. Allow 24
hours for drying time.
Light sand the entire chest and wipe clean with a lint free cloth.
Apply the second coat of finish. Allow it to dry for 24 hours.
Smooth the finis.h with 00 steelwool.
Apply the third coat if needed or desired.
Apply paste wax if needed or desired.
After the wax has dried wipe off with a lint free cloth.
Apply the amount of uax desired.
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!;::.11 of Material
for
Chest of Drawers

UP

Wood

Size

Part
Top

3/4

X

16

X

36

2

Sides

3/4

X

15

X
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5

Dr. Slide

3//1

X

2

X

33~

X

2

X

13

:..1

Fronts
11

Dr. Slide
Sides

3/4

5.

Dr. Slide
Backs

3/4 X 2 X 30

2

Dr. Fronts

3/1.

X

6~

3

Dr. Fronts

3/4

X

10!2

1

Dr. Front

3/4

X

13

4

Dr. Sides

5/8

X

6

6

Dr. Sides

5/8

X

10 ~ __15

2

Dr. Sides

5/f',

X

1~

X

15

.. 2

Dr. Backs

5/8

X

512

X

15!,;

3

Dr. Backs

5/8

X

9Jj

X

32

1

Dr. Dack

5/8

X

12

X

32

·2

Dr. Bot tons

15

X

25

4

Dr. Bottons

15

X

32

1

Dr. Petition

3/l.

X

7

1

Base Design

Bl'•

X

1!2

Dr. Pulls

3 inches

10

1612

X
X

33
33

X

15 =.

X

15

X
X

33

Cost

Bd.Ft.

Total
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Evaluation:
Evaluation ,d.11 be based upon the nlan of procedure as well as
the finished project. F.valuation will be baserl ur,on the following
five criteria:
1.

Accuracy -- 10 points

2.

Appearance -- ].() points

'3.

Neatness

4.

Workmanship

5.

Finish

--

--

1() points
--- ....
1n !)Oints

10 points
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Unit A

Mathematics

Title:

The Conic Sections

Level:

Junior and/or Senior

Advanced Studies Program

Purpose of Unit:
The student investigating this unit has already had experience
deriving the standard equations for the four conic sections--the
parabola, the ellipse, the circle, and the hyperbola--with axes of
symmetry parallel to the x-axis.
",
The purpose of this unit will be to provide the student with
a more in-depth sequence of experiences involving the four conic
sections. The student will be required to derive the standard
equations of the conic sections having axes of symmetry parallel to
the y-axis.
I.

Procedure:

A.

Develop the standard equation for a parabola whose directrix
is parallel to the y-axis and whose vertex is at the point
(h, k) •

B.

Develop the standard equation for a c::.rcle whose center is at
the point (h,k) and which has a radius r.

c.

Develop the standard~equation for an ellipse whose major axis
is parallel to the y-axis and whose center is at the point (h,k).

D.

Develop the standard equation for a hyperbola whose transverse
axis is parallel to the y-axis and whose center is at the point
(ht k) •

II.

Guidelines for the projects:
A.

Each project discussed in part I will consist of four major parts:
1.

2.
3.

4.
B.

Definition of the section under consideration;
Sketch of the section under consideration;
Derivation of the standard equation of the section under
consideration;
Generalizations of pertinent facts related to the section
under consideration •.

The student will be responsible for researching the projects

and developing his own set of generalizations. The student
may use the resource material listed in part V.
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III.

IV.

The student will include within this unit a written report based
upon two interviews he will have had with two civil engineers,
two draftsmen, or one civil engineer and one draftsman regarding
the application of the conic sections as used in their respective
fields.
Evaluation:

The students performance will be evaluated upon his projects and
report of interviews. The evaluation will also be based upon a personal
discussion between the student and his teacher regarding the time spent
in completing the· project, the knowledge acquired while working on the
project, and the ability of the studenL.fo apply the knowledge gained.
This ability to apply the knowledge gained will be based on either a
written or an oral examination or upon the solution of a problem related
to the area of study
V.

Resource Material:

Conford, Arthur F., Advanced Mathematics, New York; Harcourt, Brace,
Jovanovitch, 1978; 776 pp.
Meserve, Bruce, Principles of Advanced Mathematics, Syracuse; The

L. W. Singer Company 1964, 758 pp.
Steen, Frederick, Analytic Geometry, Waltham; Massachusetts; Blaisdell
Publishing Company, 1963, 225 pp.
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Unit B

Mathematics

Title:

Matrix Algebra

Level:

Freshman and/or Sophomore

Advanced Studies Program

Purpose of Unit:
To give the student insight into the algebra of matrices and to
relate this insight ot the solution of systems of equations.
I.

Procedure:
A.

Student should review the basic material related to the solution
of systems of equations. The teacher will assis.t the student in
the selection of sources for this basic material.

B.

Upon completion of the review discussed in A above, the student
will begin a study of matrices and how they are related to the
solution of systems of linear equations.

~.

Upon completion of the details discussed in B above, the stud~nt
will study the determinants and their relationship to matrices.

D.

The study will culminate in the student writing a brief discussion
regarding Cramer's Rule and demonstrating its application to the
sol~tion of a system of equations.

E.

The student will demonstrate his ability to work with matrices
and determinants by . ·1.

2.
F.

Further study of matrices will be centered around the following
three items:
1.
2.
3.

G.

Solving a system of four equations and four variables by
matrices only;
Solving a system of five equations and five variables by
Cramer's Rule.

Additive Inverses of Matrices
Transpose of a Matrix
Multiplicative Inverses of Matrices.

The student will demonstrate his kncwledge of the items discussed
in part F above by finding the three related matrices discussed
in part F. The teacher will provide a matrix with which the
student will work.
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H.

II.

The student w~11 present to the instructor a paper which will
be a summary of the material he has studied. The paper will
include a discussion pertaining to the practical application
of matrices to real-life situations.

Evaluation:
Evaluation of the student's performance will be based upon the
demonstration of knowlPdge discussed in items E, G, and Hof part I
above. Further evaluation may be based upon an examination and/or
discussion between the teacher and student relative to the material
studies during the course of this unit.

III.

Resource Material:
Dolciani, Mary P., Modern lr.troductory Analysis, New York; Houghton
Mifflin Company, 1964, 652 pp.
Fitzgerald, William M., Algebra Two and Trigonometry, River Forest,
Illinois; Laidlaw Brother~ Publishers, 1968, 704 pp.
Meserve, Bruce E., Principles of Advanced Mathematics, Syracuse;
The L. W. Singer Company, 1964, 758 pp.
Rosenbach, Joseph B., College Algebra, New York; Blaisdell
Publishi~g Company, 1964, 579 pp.

4'8'

Advanced Studies Program

Mathematics

Unit C
Title:

Exploring Calculus

Level:

Senior

Purpose of Unit:
The senior mathematics student at Arcola High School has had
sufficient experience with the preliminaries of cal.cul us to be able to
pursue a study of that subject.
-··

~e

·, .

purpose of this unit will be to provide the student with an
opportunity to study aspects of calculus thus better enabling the
student to understand the scope of the subject.
I.

Procedure:
A.

Study the basic definition of the derivative and prepare a
written discussion regarding the derivative, its geometric
interpretation, and its application to instantaneous rates
of change.

B.

Apply the knowledge gained in A to a practical problem which
shall be determined by the teacher or jointly by the teacher
and the student.

C.

Study the basic definition of the integral and prepare a
written discussion regarding the integral, its grometric
interpretaion, and its application to finding the area
under a curve.

D.

Apply the knowledge learned in C to a practical problem which
shall ge determined by the teacher or jointly by the teacher
and the student.
•

E.

Prepare a paper pertaining to the need fort~~ study of Calculus
in any three of the following areas:
1.
2.
3.
4.
S.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Civil Engineering
Physics
Drafting
Economy
Chemistry
Aeronautics
Computer Engineering
Architecture.
Theoretical Mathematics

The material for the paper should be based upon interviews with people
working in the areas chosen.
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II.

Evaluation:
The student's performance in this unit will be evaluated based
upon his projects mentioned in part I. Further evaluation might
be based upon a personal discussion involving both student and teacher
regarding the time spent in completion of the project, the amount of
knowlepge acquired while working on the project, and the ability to
apply the knowledge gained. The latter will be based either on
written or oral examinations or upon the solution of a problem
related to the area of study.

III.

Resource Material:
Conford, Arthur F., Advanced Mathematics, New York; Harcourt,
Brace, Jovanovitch, 1978, 776 pp.
Crosswhite, Joe, Pre-Calculus Mathematics, Columbus, Ohio;
Charles E. Merrill Publishing Company, 1976, 534 pp.
Lynch, Ransom V., A First Course In Calculus, Boston; Ginn and
Company, 1964, 494 pp.
Meserve, Bruce E., Principles of Advanced Mathematics, Syracuse;
The L. W. Singer Company, 1964, 758 pp.
Thomas, George B., Calculus, Reading, Massachusetts; AddisonWesl~y Publishing Company, Inc., 1961, 850 pp.
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Unit D

Mathematics

Title:

Polynomials

Level:

Freshman, Sophomore, Junior

Adva,,.,;ed Studies Program

Purpose of Unit:
The freshman algebra student has studied polynomials and the basic
concepts related to polynomials.
The purpose of·this unit shall be-t6 provide an opportunity for the
student to gain a more in-depth appreciation for polynomials and the
solution and graphs of polynomial equations.
I.

Procedure:
A.

Review and study the basic concepts of polynomials and polynomial
equations.

B.

Prepare a brief discussion paper which includes definitions and
examples of the following concepts related to polynomials:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

C.

After completion of part. B above, the student will be prepared
to advance int0 -a more in-depth study of the polynomial equation.
The student wiil, therefore, study the following items and
present either a written or oral discussion pertaining to them.
The items are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

D.

linear polynomials
quadratic polynomials
cubic polynomials
polynomials of higher degree
rational polynomials
real polynomials
polynomial equation
degree of a polynomial
domain of a polynomial equation
range of a polynomial equation

Remainder Theorem
Factor Theorem
Synthetic division
Fundamental Theorem of Algebra
Descartes' Rule of Signs
Rational roots of a polynomial equation.

After completing part C above, the student will apply the
information acauired by finding the rational roots of a
polynomial equation of degree four.
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II.

E.

The student will explore and study Newton's Method for detennining
the irrational roots of a polynomial equation. Before moving on
in his course of study, the student must demonstrate the ability
to determine the irrational roots of a polynomial equation of
higher degree which shall be given him by the teacher or selected
cooperatively by the student and the teacher.

F.

_The student will conclude the unit by studying the tests for
points of relative maxima, relative minima, and inflection of
the graphs of polyno ...1ial equations of a higher degree. The
student will demonstrate nis Knowledge of this concept by working
a problem for the teacher.

Evaluation:
The student's evaluation in this unit will be based on those
requirements met in parts B, C, D, E, & Fin part I, and upon an
oral examination given to him by the teacher. The student may apt
to complete a writtem examination on this unit in lieu of the oral
examination •

. .III.

Resource Material:
Camp, E. J., Mathematical Analysis, Boston; D. C. Heath and Company,
1956, 610 pp.
Dolciani, Mary P. Modern Algebra and Trigonometry, New York; Houghton
Mifflin Company, 1963, 627 pp.
Meserve, Bruce E., Principles of Advanced Mathematics,_ Syracuse;
The L. W. Singer CQJllpany, 1964, 758 pp.
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Mathematics

Unit E
Title:

Introduction To Computer Programming

Level:

Sophomore, Junior, Senior

Advanced Studies Program

Purpose of Unit:
The purpose of this unit is to increase the student's knowledge
concerning computers, computer programming, and the increasing number
of occupational opportunities related to the computer.
I.

II.

Procedure:
A.

The first assignment the student must complete in this unit is
that of reading the book entitled Computers, written by William
R. Corliss. After reading the book, the student should write
a repo·rt based on that book.

B.

The student shall visit the computer facilities at the Parkland
Junior College in Champaign and write a brief summary of that visit.

C.

After visiting the computer facilities at Parkland, the student
will interview one person whose occupation involves computer
programming. Further, the student will visit one business which
uses the computer in their business. A report will be written
based upon the interview and the visit.

D.

Once the\student has completed items A, B, and C above, he will
check out from the,~athernatics room the programmed textbook
entitled Fundamentals of P_rogranuning and, under the guidance of
the instructor, complete this textbook.
The units which the student shall study in this textbook are:
Problem Analysis; Counters, Loops, and Branches; Table Search
Procedures; and Instruction Modification and Sub-routines. Upon
completion of eqch of these four units, the Ftuden~ will take.
the appropriate examinaiton appearing on pagL 60 of the textbook.

E.

Upon completion of part D above, the student will demonstrate the
knowledge acquired by solving the problem which appears on page
67 of the textbook.

Evaluation:
Evaluation of the student's ability on this unit will be based
upon the reports written in conjunction with items A, B, and C in
part I above. Further evaluation will be based upon the student's
solution of the problem discussed in item E of part I.

III.

Resource people:
{1)
{2)

IV.

Computer facilities personnel at Parkland Junior College.
Mr. Patrick Monahan of Arcola, Illinois.

Resource Material:
Corliss, William R., Computers, United States Energy Research and
Development Administration, 91 pp.
Fundamentals of Programming Text, International Business Machines
Corporation, 1968, 70 pp.
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Physical Science

Advanced Studies Program

General Statement:
The course of study being discussed hereinafter, is to be considered
to be a "hands on" verification of scientific concepts.

These concepts

have previously been assumed to be true.
Some advanced scientific and mathematical principles are discussed
and utilized.

Furthermore, very interesting and sometimes controversial

concepts are presented that can not be incorporated into the regular
Chemistry/Physics program.
The author of this proposal, working in conjunction with the science
personnel, believes that a student who intends to pursue these Advanced
Studies Units should have taken biology at the ninth grade level,
chemistry at the tenth grade level, and physics at the eleventh grade
level.

However, such a course of study would not be an absolute necessity

for the student to succeed in the units discussed.
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Unit A

Physical Science

Title of Unit:
Level:

Senior

Time:

10 weeks

I.

Optics

Procedure:
A.

B.

General Objectives
(1) Begin the particle/wave th~~ry for light investigation;
(2) Verify light properties;
(3) Verify the relationships between frequency, wavelength,
and velocity of light;
Specific Objectives
(1) Aperate and explain the various pieces of equipment used
to demonstrate the wave properties of light. In this
explanation the student should use the following tools:
a.
b.
c.
d.
(2)

Ripple tank
White light
Monochromatic light
Coherent light

Design and build the following controlling devices:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

II.

Advanced Studies Program

Mirrors
Lenses
The studen will also be taught the proper use of the
spectrometer.
The stud~nt·- will design and bui;l.d optical instruments
as assigned by the instructor.
The student will use the laser to make holograms.
The student will demonstrate and use polarized light.

Evaluation:
The students' evaluation will be based upon his accomplishment
of the specific objectives described in part I above.

III.

Resource 'Material:
Einstein, Albert, Relativity, New York, Hartsdale House, 1947, 168 pp.
Physics, Physical Science Study Committee, Boston, D.C. Health and
Company, 1960, 656 pp.
Williams, John F., Modern Physics, New York, Holt, Hindhart, and
Winston, 1972, 724 pp.
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Unit B

Physical Science

Title of Unit:
Level:

Senior

Time:

8 weeks

I.

Relativity

Procedure:
A.

B.

III.

Advanced Studies Program

General Objectives
(1) Review trigonometric and sol_id ~aetri<!~ concepts;
(2) Begin a cursory discussion -of· calculus -- useful calcubus
but not theoretical;
(3) Discuss classical theory of space and time;
(4) Discuss special theory of relativity;
Specific Objectives
(1) The student will have experience with and study the
incompatibility of the Law of Propagation of Light with
the principle of relativity.
(2) The student will have experience with and study time
distortions and relativity.
(3) The student will have experience with and study distance
distortions and relativity.
(4) The student will be presented the problem of gravitation
which must be solved on the basis of the general principle
of relativity.

Evaluation:
Evaluation will be based upon a paper written by the student
in which he -summarizes th~ concepts he has studied in this unit.
Further evaluation may be based upon a written or an oral examination
given to the student by the teacher.

IV.

Resource Material:
Einstein, Albert, Relativity, New York, Htirtsdale :rouse,. 1947, 168 pp.
Physics, Physical Science Study Connnittee, Boston, D.C. Heath and
Company, 1960, 656 pp.
Williams, John F., Hodern Physics, New York, Holt, Rinehart, and
Winston, 1972, 724 pp.
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Unit A

Social Studies

Title:

DISCOVERING ROOTS:

Level:

Freshman-Senior

Advanced Studies Program

The Family In History

Purpose:
The purpose is to trace a single family's experience and establish
personal links to the events of family members who lived in the past. A
secondary motive is to link the family's history with the broader social
· changes occurring at particular historicq_l', times.
The search for one's "r:,ots" should begin by preparinr, a family
genealogy. A ~enealogy contains basic information about the family,
inclusing names, ages, places of birth and death, ethnic origins,
occupations, and residences. A genealogical chart should be constructed
to make the proper distinctions and linkages. It should separate clearly
one generation from the next, make distinctions between the paternal and
maternal branches of the family, and link children to parents and marriage
partners to each other.
The information attained will extend far beyond the basic internal
organization of the family. Students should inquire into the experience
of the family, the relationships of events occurring in the family, the
corrnnunity, and the nation.
Resource Material:
Social Education, Discovering Roots: The Family In History,
Anthony N. Penna, dc-tober '77, Bol. 41, _No. 6 pp. 478-lrSl.
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1977.
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Born or Died Outside of the United States And Birth Certifications
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2()/d)'.?.
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Sh.Tmce Li.l1rary Syste1"1, Arcola Pu}Jl ic Librcirv, Arcola, Illinois

20l108
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Other General Resource:-;:
(1) Births, Deaths, and !farriages
(2) Deeds, Wills, and Estate Inventories
(3) People
(4) Diaries, Letters, and Autobiographies
(5) Town and County Histories
(6) Newspapers
(7) Haps
(8) Town and City Records
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SAMPLE QUESTIONNAIRE
Procedure:
A.

Dwelling and organization of family life
1.

2.

3.
4.
B.

Social organization and family activities
1.
2.
3.

C.

What were the daily schedules of family members? How
did they spend their time at home and on their holidays?
Who visited whom, how frequ~ntly, and over what periods
of time?
What kind of family celebrations were held? Here family
reunions held? How were weddings, funerals, and other
ceremonies held?·- m10 attended? Whe~e were they held?

Decision making and status in the family
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

D.

Did family members other than the parents and their
children live in the same apartment of house, in the
same building, along the sa~~.street, or in the same
neighborhood?
Did married daur,hters or sons continue to live in
their parents' household? Did aging parents live
in their children's households, in their own dwellings,
in retirement communities, or in old-age homes?
How did the family organize its living space? Who
slept in what room? How was the work and living space
divided? How crowded was the household?
Were there servants and/or boarders living with the
family?

How were key decisions made on moving, schooling,
occupational choice, and approval of marriage?
How were de~fsions on daily family business made?
m10 disciplined the children and by wha.t means?
Aside from parents, what other adults participated in
disciplining the children? Did grandparents participate
in rearing their grandchildren?
What types of conflict occurred in the family and what
were the responses?
How were family ruef'.lhers ranked (age, sex, ability,
occupation, success, or other) in terms of their
priviledes and obligations?

Aid and responsibility
1.
2.

At ~,,hat a~e did sons and daughters leave home to embark
on their careers?
Did parents help their children tn collc;-,;e, or in business?
Did mature sons and dau~hters support their agin~ parents?
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D cont.
3.
E.

Family and property
1.

2.
F.

Who owned property in the family and how did they
manage it?
How did well-to-do members of the family relate to
those of lesser means?

Careers and opportunity
1.
2.
3.

G.

Who cared for sick or dependent family me~bers?

Did sons follow their own or father's occupational
patterns?
__ ,.
What was the family's attitude toward the work of women?
What influence did grandparent~ have on the occupational
choices of their grandchildren?

Questions pertaining to the life cycle
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

How were babies treated in the family?
Up to what age was a child considered a "child"?
Was "adolescence" recognized as a special stage?
At what age was a young person expected to take on adult
responsibilities?
What were attitudes towards aging?
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GENEALOGICAL CHARTS
Great Grandparents

Great Grandparents
Name
Place of birth
Occupation
Ethnicity
Education

Grandmother

Grandmother
Name
Place of birth
Occupation
Ethnicity
Education

Grandfather

Grandfather
Name
Place of birth
Occupation
Ethnicity
Education

Father

Mother

Your Name

Date of birth

Place of birth

Ethnicity
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Evaluation:
The student's
chart supported by
evaluation will be
compilation of the
his genealogy.

evaluation will be based upon his completed genealogical
the documents used to complete the chart. Further
based upon the written report which will serve as a
family history discovered by the student while researching
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Unit B

Social Studies

Title:

CO}fPARATIVE ECONOMICS

Level:'

Junior-Senior

Advanced Studies Program

Purpose of Unit:
The National Task Fore~ on Economic Education Connnittee for Economic
Development identified seven major areas of modern economics which it
believed every high.school graduate should understand. These seven areas
are:
,
1.

What Economics is all about, why it is important, and how one
thinks about economic problems.

2.

The nature of the persistent economic problem faced by all societies:
Wants, scarce. resources, the need for decision-making, and the
need for an economic system of some kind.

3.·

The market economy of the United States: How it is decided in
the U.S. today (a) What goods and services will be produced, (b)
How they will be produced, (c) What total level of production
will be maintained, and (d) How what is produced will be shared,
among the American people.

4.

Economic growth and Stability: The long-and.:short-run·,performance
of the American economy. (a) Economic growth--the long run
problems associated with increasing the total productions of
goods and services faster than the rate of population growth·so
that living standards can rise. (b) Economic stability--the
determinants of the ·-level of income and _employment in the shortrun or how to manage our economy so that we can have full employment
without inflation.

5.

The distribution of income: The factors deterpi.ining the
distribution of income among individuals and groups in the U.~.
and thus determining who will get the goods ~nd services produced.

6.

The U.S. in the world economy: The importance of world trade and
finance to the U.S. and the ways in which the achievement of our
economic goals is related to world economic developments.

7.

Other economic ~ste~: How other societies organize economic
life to achieve their economic goals--not only the communist
t:ountries but also the democratic countries of the West and the
developing nations of Asia, Africa, and Latin America.

This mini-course in "comparative economics" will satisfy the above areas.
The content for the course will include the following:

6.5
Procedure
I.

II.

III.

IV.

Introduction to Comparative Economic Systems
A. Values and Economics
B. The Economic Problem
The ?-latter of Resources
A. Physical Resources
B. Human Resources
What and How in a Market Economy
A. Model of the Market
B. How America Modifies the Ma~ket
What and How in a Command Economy
A. Model of the Co1mnand Economy
B. How the Soviet Union Modifies the Command Economy.

V.

Distributing What Economies Produce
A. Distribution in the Modified Market Economy
B. Distribution in the Modified Command Economy

VI.

The Pursuit of Growth and Stability
A. Growth and Stability in the American Economy
B. Growth and Stability in the Soviet Economy

Evaluation.

The student will meet with the teacher on a weekly basis to discuss,
clarify, and/or evaluate student responses to questions based upon student
readings. A written resear.ch project and/or objective test will be the
final evaluation for th~ pro.ject.
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BIBLIOGRAPHY
Fenton, Edward, Ed., Comparative Economic Systems, Ari Inquiry Approach,
New York, Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, Inc., 1968.
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Social Studies

Unit C
Title:

Illinois:

Level:

Freshman-Senior

Advanced Studies Program

A Proud Heritage

Purpose:
The history of Illinois covers more than three centuries of discovery,
exploration, settlement, and development. The lands have been occupied
successively by Indi3ns, Frenchmen, Englishmen and Americans of many
national backgrounds. Many Illinoisians have served as leaders in government at the State, liational and Internationa.J. level. Many have served in
other fields such as religion, education, commerce and-industry. By
studying her past; the new generations will be better able to preserve the
heritage of the past and manage the resources of Illinois for the future
generations.
A chronological approach will be used to facilitate the learning of
the story of our state. An excellent source for the student to study the
Illinois herita3e is The Heartland; Pa~es fror:i Illinois Plstory. It
presents in clear, easy to understand fashion the highlip;hts of Illinois
history. This coT.1hined with the filr.1strips and other l"laterials available
in the Arcola High School lihrary alone could provide the student with
ample resources to explore the topic in as much detail as desired. Further
research could be conducted by using the resources of the Arcola Public
Library, the Illinois State llistorical Society, etc.

Procedure:
The semester-length course would include the following objectives.
The student will better unders.tand:
1)

2)
3)
4)
5)
G)
7)
3)
9)

]D)

the native Indian -cultures of Illinois
the French and English role in the discovery, settlement and
development of Illinois
the struggle between the white and Indian cultures for the Illinois
territory
the struggle to achieve territorial an:1 then s.: .. tehoo·d status
the impact of slavery on Illinois
the role of Illinois i.n the Civil 1:,;ar
the 3rowth and influence of agriculture and industry
Illinois and the t~0ntieth century
~!odern-Day Illinois
Illinois and the future

Evaluation:
Upon cor::pletion of this naterial the student will demonstrate their
1:nowl~d::;e of the subj cct by corapletin::; a research po.per. This would tal:e
place after the student completed a co:rtbination objective-subjective test
concernin3 the selected readings and filmstr:i_ps deternined by the teacher.
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Resource Material:

Audio-Visual -- Arcola High School Library

Illinois:

its resources and people.

Associated Educators

F - 1117

An Introduction to Illinois

F - 1118

Soil and Water·Resources in Ill!n.'Ois

F - 1119

Agriculture in Illinois

F - 1120

Mining and Manufacturing in Illinois

F - 1121

Forests and Wildlife Resources in Illinois

F - 1122

Illinois recreational Resources
Accompany Guide

In Illinois

Hawkville Associates, 1977

F - 1193
C - 169

Sweet Home, Chicago

F - 1194
C - 170

Spoon River Country

1195
171

Coal, Corn and Cows

F -

C
F -

1196
C - 172

Fermilab

F - 1197
C - 173

Hoodlam1 Organization

F - 1193
C - 174

Little Eflypt
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Resource Material

Pamphlets:

(1)

Forest Trees of Illinois, Springfield, Department of Conservation,
1952.

(2)

State of Hines and Hinerals in Illinois: An Industrial Romance.
Springfield, State of Illinois, 1945.

Resource l!aterial -- Books:
(1)

Allen, John, Legends and Lore of Southern Illinois, Carbondale,
Southern Illinois University Pre.s-s, 1963.

(2)

Bartlett, :Mabel Lane, and John Grinnell, Illinois: Know Your State,
Carbondale, Southern Illinois University Press, 1961.

(3)

Blatchford, Frances L., Illinois Grows.!:!£_, Chicago, A. C. McClurg
1941.

(4)

Brinkman, Grover, Southern Illinois, Weekends, Inc., 1973.

(5)

Browning, Clyde, Amish In Illinois; Over 100 Years of the "Old Order"
Sect of Central Illinois, Decatur, Clyde Browning, 1971.

(6)

Buck, Solon J., Illinois In 1818, Urbana, University of Illinois, 1967.

(7)

Cayseuter, Allen, Illinois: From Its GlorioJs Past To The Present,
Chicago, Childrens' Press196~

(8)

Collins, Charles W., Illinois:
- Publishing ~ompany,_ !976.

(9)

Frazier, Carl, Lincoln Country In Pictures, New York, Hastings, 1963.

An Atlas, American Printing and

(10)

Gray, James, The Illinois River, New York, Farrar, 1940.

(11)

Hansen, Harry, Story Of Illinois, New York, Garden City Press, 1956 .•

(12)

Hastings, Rohert J., Nickle' s Forth of Skin Nilk: !:. ~~ View of
the Depression, Carbon<lale, Southern Illinois Press, 1972.

( 13)

I!avi3hurst, LJal ter, Th~ !1earthland:
New York, Harper, I 9n2.

(14)

Ilichlen, Victor, lllinoi,; In The C:Lvil U:u, l:rbana, Pniversit/ of
Illinois, 1966.

(15)

Howard, Robert P., Illinois:

Ohio, Indiana, Illinois,

A I:istory of The Prairie Sta~Ei:_,

(-;rand iZt,pi<ls, :Cerdmans, 1 Sl72.
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Resource I~aterial -- Pamr:,J.ets:
cont.

(16)

Jensen, ?-.ichard J., Illinois:
:forton, 1978.

A Bicentennial History, ~Jeu York,

(17)

Kilduff, Darrel, Illinois:
Follett, 1962.

(18)

Koeper, Frederick, Illinois Architecture: From Territorial Times
_E.£. the Present, Chicago, Univers~ty of Chicazo, 1968.

(19)

lHda, Hilliam Lewis, The Story of Illinois and rts People, Chicago,
Chicago, 1937.

(20)

Stei.ner, Gilbert Y., Illinois -- Lesislative Politics, Urbana,
University of Illinois, 1960.

(21.)

Sutton, Robert P., Prairie State: A Documentary Historv of Illinois,
(Vol. II), Grand Rapids, W.B. Eerdmaus, 1976.

History, Government, Geography, Chicago,
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Illinois History Filmstrips by:

Harris Earvil, Charles G. Sul11!llersell,
and Robert ~{. Sutton
Associated Educators, 1971

F - 454

Before The White Man

F - 455

French Discover Illinois

F - 456

Struggles For The Illinois Country

F - 457

From Territory To Statehood, 1713-1818

F - 458

Pioneer Life

F - 459

Pioneer State

F - 460

Lincoln and Douglas:

F - 461

Illinois In The Civil War

F - 462

Illinois Thrives On Agriculture And Industry, 1895 - 1900

F - 463

Illinois Enters The Twentieth Century

F - 464

l!odern-day Illinoj_s

F - 465

Illinois - Today And Yesterday

....

The Crisis Of The Union

Illinois Through The Ages Hawkville, 1977
C - 168
Summary:

A single cassette tape takes the listener on an imaginary

trip through 550,000,000 years of Illinois history while walking
down the corridors of your own school.

Explains how

!• ,al

was formed

as well as prairie soil ending with the pioneer and modern growth of
the state.
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Social Studies

Unit D

Title:

HUMANITIES APPROACH TO CIVILIZATION

Level:

Junior-Senior

Advanced Studies Program

Procedure
Objectives: Upon completion of this course, the student will better
be able: (1) to make clear the remarkable ability of Western civilisation
to change and develop, and to point out the new ways of thinking that have
left their mark on sped.fie periods of w_estern History. (2) to give an
understanding of the worth of the individual by examining the great contributions made by men and women in all general fields of endeavor; and
to aquaint the students with great names in the history of Western
Civilisation. (3) to show how the arts--literature, painting, sculpture,
architecture, and music--reflected the people who created them and the times
in which they were produced. (4) to give an understanding of the interrelatedness of the creative arts: different languages expressing similar
ideas and aspirations.
The student will be required to view the filmstrips, read an appropriate
literary work, and study the historical records of the major epochs of
history. These areas would include the Classical, Renaissance, Baroque,
Romantic and Modern. Wcel;ly meetings will assure that the student ccr"nrehends
and appreciates the works of the artists in the various artistic field,;
for the different time periods. A project and'or paper comparing and,
contrasting the ideals and values of the diffel'.'ent time periods would
be the final evaluation.

~Evaluat.i.on
A project and/or p,aper conparin8 and contrasting the ideals and values
of the different tine periods will be prepared by the student and presented
to the teacher. The final evaluation of this course will be based upon that
project or paper or both.
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BIBLIOGRAPHY
Civilization sound filmstrip series, Time-Life Films, 1971
HUMANITIES:
*The Age Of Dante And Giotto, Humanities - ..four full-color filmstrips
and 2-12" lp records, Guidance Associat'es, 71 Pl~asantville,
New York.
*The Age Of Leonardo And Michelangelo - four full-color filmstrips
and 2-12" lp records, Guidance Associates, 71 Pleasantville,
New York.
*The Renaissance In Florence - four full-color filmstrips and
2-12" lp records, Guidance Associates, 71 Pleasantville, New York.
+A World Between Wars - four full-color filmstrips and 2 lp records,
Guidance Associates, 72
+The Dawn Of The Twentieth Century - four full-color filmstrips and
2 lp records, Guidance Associates, 1972
+The Human Condition In The Nuclear Age - four full-color filmstrips
and 2 lp records, Guidance Associates, 1972

*Birth Of Hodern Civilization In The West
+Hestern Horld In The Twentieth Century
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Unit E

Social Studies

Title:

Comparative Political Systems

Level:

Junior-Senior

I.

Advanced Studies Program

Statement of Philosophy
A major function of education and educators in the social studies
is to identify and analyze all limitations on freedom that exist today,
and to distinguish between those limitat-i.pns which are justifiable and
unjustifiable in a democratic society founded and based on moral and
spiritual values.

The study of international political systems that exist in today's
world and the study of political philosophies which have influenced man's
development in the past is an important function of the secondary school
social studies curriculum. The twentieth centuries varied political philosopyies and political systems have a profound impact on the policies and
attitudes of nations and affect the destiny of mankind.
Totalitarianism, unlike democracy, emphasizes the total power of the
state and negates the importance of the individual. In the totalitarian
concept, all of man and his activities are controlled by the state. Totalitarianism reco~nizes no limits to its ioals and no limits to the means
used to attain them. Communism is the major totalitarian forced existing
today and poses the main totalitairian challen?,e to the democratic way of.
life.
·
The study of modern totalitarianis!'l. in its varied forms should be an
intecraJ. part of the sociar·studies pro~ran and should be tauf,ht within
re~ular subject matter courses. This social stuclies project, however,
reco~nizes that this vital subject is frenuently covered on the most
elementar.:y level in re(!uired and elective courses. ~"hose students j_<lentj_fied
as gifted should be able to take a more in <lepth approach.
Our belief in human· freedom and the right of in f.'.vidual choice, a·nd the
necessity of individual resnonsibility in nolitical thouP;ht and action
underlies this unit of study.

:I.

Teachin~ Outline
This outline j_s based on research done by the Committee on Comparative
Political Syste:,,s of. t:1e Illinois Social Studies rrojcct. It na:,' :;e
modifieJ by the instructor when inJividual student differences an~ learnin~
~cterials available dictate.

,is
A.

Psychology of Totalitarianism
1.
2.
3.

TotalitarLm tendencies due to social forces and traditions
in authoritarian countries
Desire to submit and obey bec.ause of feelings of insecurity,
doesn't want responsibility, all humans have a latent
tendency toward dependence, i.e., inmaturity
Empirical, ascertainable traits of the authoritarian
personality:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

f.

4.

Downgrading the individual

a.

b.
c.

d.

5.

Accent on the community--the collective community rather
than the individual is supreme. Therefore, the
political state, which is the arm of the community, is
supreme.
Accent on authority--the state should be run by an elite
leadership with absolute authority over the people,
while acting in the interests of the community
Accent on the select--the comaunity whose interests
are to be served by its leaders does not include
everybody, · but is a sp·ecial community selected by some
higher law t,o fulfill a special destiny in the scheme
of things
Accent of ,politics as religion--the theory of a sacred
com.~un.i.ty and its sacred leadership is offered as a
religious system, complete with moral code to substitute
for other religious systems.

Downgrading the intellect
a.
b.

c.

B.

Tendericy to conform to orthodox ideals and practices
Emotional rigidity and limited imagination
Excessive concern with status
Loyalty to the "in gro~p·" of fear of the "out group"
Herd minded or ethnocentric
Emphasis on discipline and obedience, rather than
freedom and spontaneity

Accent on the emotional--use of symbolism and force
rather than reflection or evaluation
Accen_t on double tal}. and the "hir; lie 11
Accent on sc~penoatin~--hv denvina free exnression, the
I".asses '·rill turn thier li.ostitlity toFarrl a o;roup ,.,l,__!_cl-i ~-d 11
rel0<1.se t 11 (dr '-rustr;,.tions ... un.'11~1.e to fin~ nnsFers to
complex questions, much easier to put the blane on the
''scapegoat"

n.ussia--Its !:istory and Geography
1.

Geography

a.

Clinate and t2rain

h.

~J::ttural resources

c.

l'u;;1an resources

tl.

Industrial develournent
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2.

History
a.
b.

c.

C.

Theory of Communism--History and Establishment in Russia
1.
2.
3.
4.

D.

Evolution of the Russi.an Empire--1917
1) Oriental influence
2) Western influence
Czarism
1) Authoritarian rule
2) Foreigh policy--imperialistic tendencies
3) Social inequities and reforms
4) 1905 revolt
Russia--Porld War I
1) April, 1917 Revolution--Alexander Kerensky
2) October, 1917 Revol~t..:f-on--Nicolai· Lenin

Back8round of Karl 'Marx's thought
Uarxism
Leninism
Russian Civil War--1918-1921

Stalin Period--1924-1953
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

Rise to power
State control
Economic Factors
Foreigh Policy
Soviet Foreigh Policy--Asia
Post World Har II and Eastern Europe--establishment of
Soviet satellites'=_ 19115-1953

E~- Internation Communist 'Party Hovements--1924-1953

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
F.

The comintern
Communism's advance in China
Establishment of the cominform
Communist parties--a tool of Soviet foreign policy
Communist parties--and united front movements
Communist party--USA
Korean Har

Khrushchev Period--1953 to date
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
~.
7.
8.
9.
1n.

Rise to power
Denouncement of Stalin
Satellite unrest
Agricultural prohlems
T'.c.lucation
Industrialization
Deployment of military forces
Pronouncer.1.ent of "peaceful coexistence" strate 0 v
Cuba--rastro and Co~nunisM
Soviet ~oreign Policy--1053 to date.

17
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

G.

Summary
1.
2.

III.

2)
3)

4)

To provide an opportunity for advanced students to study,
in depth, a topic of concern to western democracies
To learn the psycholo8ical, political, social, and economics
bases of corn...>nunisM in theory and in practice in P..ussia
To he able to apply factual information from the history
of Russian Communism to current events involving the
Soviet Union
To learn the goals and methods of one form of totalitanumism

Procedure:
1)

-2)
3)
l1)

V.

Present trends
Challenges to the free world

Purpose:
1)

IV.

Western Eurone
Ea~~crn Europe
Hiddle East
Southeast Asia
Far East
Africa
Western Hemisphere
Communist Party USA
Sino-Soviet split
Soviet Union and Detente
Soviet Union and the United Nations

Cor.lplete ha sic wcr1'csheet on the course outline.
Research and report on the tonic: "Resolved - that the
CoM:1tmist Party in the U.S. shoulrl he outlawed.
Unite a dialQ.~ue between a marxist-lenir"list anrl ,'.l denocrat
from t 11e U~A.
Fill-in a world map with all coM.munist-<loTTJ.inate<l countries.

Evaluation:
The student's evaluation for thi.s unit will be hased on
his ncco!'lnlisl-,"lent of tlif' Sll":'"'.~sted '1Cti,.rit;_ps ~i scusserl in
part TV nhove. The ter'lcher May rermire the sturent to dn aJ.l
oF tl1~ SU":"e~;t:erl ;:i_ctivitics nentiorie<l :!n n-'lrt pr or an" "':11'.'t
of them.

7:8.
VI.

Resource Hat:erial:
(1)

Ebenstein, ~.Jilliam, Totalitarianism: '1ew Pers11ectives, ':ew ' 7 orl·,
Holt, T'.i.nehart, and TTinston, 1rir-2.

(2)

'Tiller, ~~illiar'.1., 'T'11e "e::min~ of ronnunisn, 'Morr1.stmm, "-Tew .Tersey,
Silver nurclett r,o,.,,panv, lqfi3.

(3)

Reiber, Alfrecl J. and Rohert C. Nelson, A Study of "'.'he lTSSTt and,
Comr:1unism, Glenvieu, Illinois, Scott, r.oresnan :mil Conpany,

1%2.
(4)

Totalitarian Co:.1munisn in the Curr-i.culum, Sprinr;fj_cld, Illinois
Curriculum Program Administrati.on, 191i7 ..

Filns: - ·
(1)

"The Red Myth"

(2)

"Pho Goes There? A Primer On Communism", Eastern Illinois
Film Cooperative Library.

San Francisco, Station J~0ED, Indiana UniversHy.
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APPENDIX A:

CHARACTERISTICS OF ACADEMICALLY 'rALENTED STUDENTS
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1.

Superior physique as demonstrated by above-average height, weight,
coordination, endurance, and general health.

2.

Longer attention span.

3.

Learns to read sooner and continues to read at a consistently more
advanced level.

4.

Learns rapidly, easily, and with less repetition.

5.

More mature in the ability to expr~~~ himself through the various
conmrunicative skills.

6.

Reaches higher levels of attentiveness to his environment.

7.

Asks more questions and really wants to know the causes and reasons for
things.

8.

Likes to study some subjects that are difficult because he enjoys the
learning.

9.

Spends time beyond the ordinary assignments or schedule on things that
are of interest to him.

10.

Knows about many things of which other children are unaware.

11.

Is able to adapt learning to various situations somewhat unrelated
in orientation.

12.

Reasons out more problems since he recognizes relationships and
comprehends meanings.

13.

Analyzes quickly mechanical problems, puzzles, and trick questions.

14.

Shows a high degree of originality and often uses good but unusual
methods or ideas.

15.

Possesses one or more special talents.

16.

Is more adept in analyzing his own abilities, limitati,)ns, and problems.

17.

Performs with more poise and can take charge of the situation.

18.

Evaluates facts and arguments critically.

19.

Has more emotional stability.

20.

Can judge the abilities of others.

21.

Has diverse, spontaneous, and frequently self-directed interests.

IDENTIFICATION, Area Service Center For The Gifted. Champaign. Illinois. 1979
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TRAITS COMMON TO INTELLECTUALLY GIFTED STUDENTS*
1.

Displays a great curiosity about objects, situations, or events.
Has the capacity to look into things and be puzzled; gets involved
with many exploratory type activities and is interested in a wide
range of things.

2.

Is a self-initiated student, usually needing little help ln knowing
what to do; starts on his own; pursues individual interests and
seeks own direction.

3.

Reveals originality in oral and wri~l:-en expression. Ccnsistently
gives unusual, clever, unique responses or idea-s away from the
cliche or sterotype.

4.

Has unusual talent to express himself in the arts; i.e., music,
dance, drama, drawing, play activities and/or artistic expression.

5.

Has the ability to generate many alternatives. Seeks many directions
and is flexible in thinking hy going at right angles to the main
stream of thought in the classroom

6.

Is perceptually open to his environment. Uses all of his senses
to he aware of thingsaround him; keenly observant and alert to
things that are done as well as things thatare not done.

7.

Displays a willingness for complexity. Thrives on problera situations;
selects a more difficult response, ~olution, or problem over the
easier; seeks co~plex, asymmetrical'forms compared to synunetrical
forms; has a preference for '.'diz2;in~ in'' to thin~s.

8.

Ilris the capacity to_use kr,m.·J edr;e and inforrna tion ot~1er than to
memorize, store and recall. Seeks new associations arr.on~ itens of
infornation; combines elements of materials or knowledge in a unique
fashion.

9.

Shows superior judgment in evaluating things. Ri::.asons .things out;.
seeks logical answers; can see implications and ~unsequences; makes
decisions easily.

10.

1s a good guesser. Is ablP to hypothesize; is ful.i. of wonder about
thin~s; is a risk-taker; ~2kcs good educated guesses.

11.

Is a rood elaborator. Produces a variety of detailed steps; continually ad<ls on to ideas, responses, or solutions; loves to
embellish materials and ideas.

12.

}fakes consistently good ~raJes in most subjects.

13.

Learns rapidly, easily, and efficiently.

14.

Has the ability to see relationships among unrelated facts,
information or concepts.

15.

Uses a lot of common sense; seeks the most practical approach.

16.

Retains and uses information which has been heard or read.

17.

Uses a large number of words easily and accurately.

18.

Asks many questions of a provocative nature; inquisitive about
knowing why instead of what; has the capacity to inquire.

19.

Performs academically at a level two_years in advance of the
class on one or ~ disciplines of--knowledge. -

* From Crcativ2 Production in the Classroom by Frank Williams and
,-:.t r1''t,.-.--,.,
l-'o'r)
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CHARACTERISTICS OF THE GIFTED CHILD
I.

Grasps and retains knowledge

1.

2.
3.
4.

II.

Conveys ideas effectively

1.

2.
3.
__ -,,4.

5.
III.

Shows skill in abstract thinking

1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
IV.

Uses wide variety of resources

1.

2.
3.
V.

Has creative and inventive power

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
VI.

Exhibits power to work independently

1.
2.

3.

4.
VII.

Assumes and discharsP.:s responsibility 1.
2.

3.
VIII.

Adjusts easily to new situations

1.
2.
3.
4.

IX.

Has physical competence

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

-IDENTIFICATION,

Area Servi· ce Ceriter
I''Or
·

comprehends meanings
responds quickly and accurately
questions critically
transfers learnings to new situations
follows logical sequence and order
has extensive vocabulary and uses it
appropriately
is selective
is critical
is fluent
makes generalizations
senses cause and effect
recognizes relationships
can understand and apply rules
foresees new possibilities
is versatile
is self-reliant when meetinr, problems
is ingenious in knowing when, where,
and how to seek help
shows curiosity and originality
is alert to possibilities
enjoys experimentation
uses trial and error method
finds ways to extend his ideas
shows
shows
shows
shows

ability
ability
ability
ability

to
to
to
to

plan
organize
execute
judge

shows persevei;-ance
shows desire to forge ahead
shows will to succeed
understands and accepts reasons for
chanie
anticipates outcomes
~aintains opti~istic attitude toward
neu adventures
is challenged by new ideas
is
is
is
js
is

alert .
active
energetic
free of nervous tensions
generally healthy

1,
To
~~F~-A

1n,n
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CHARACTERISTICS OF THE GIFTED CHILD
X.

Appreciates social values

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

XI.

Establishes favorable relationships

- 1.

-- 2.

3.

4.

senses right and wrong
respects the right of others
is willing to share
contributes constructively to
group activities
maintains spurts of growth and
changes in attitudes and behavior
is conscientious and truthful
has self-respect
has permanence of mood
has sense of humor
is friendly, helpful and cooperative

Iffs:,rnncATION, Area Service Center For The Gifted, 1979.
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GENERAL SCREENING QUESTIONNAIRE FOR GIFTED AND TALENTED
Teacher

----------Level--------------'Date---------

Compare the students in your class. List below the three students who display
the greatest amount of talent or ability in each area.
Intelligence

1_ _ _ _ _ __

Creativity

1

Positive Self-Concept

2._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3

------- 2--------3-------1
--------_ 2---------3--------

Athletic Ability

1_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3 - - - - - - - -

Artistic Ability

1_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3_ _ _ _ _ _ __

Verbal Ability

1

Problem Solving Ability

1_________2_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3_ _ _ _ _ _ __

Leadership Ability

1

Reading Ability

1_________2__________3_ _ _ _ _ _ __

Math Ability

1_________ 2_________3_ _ _ _ _ _ __

Knowledge

1

Motivation to Learn
Personality
Popularity
Initiative
Awareness of Others
Science Aptitude

IDENTIFICATION, Area Service

--------2--------3 ----------------2--------3--------

--------2--------3-------1
--------2---------3-------1
--------2---------3--------1
--------2- - - - - - - -3- - - - - - - 1
---------2--------3- - - - - - - ·1
---------2----------3-------1_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2_________3_ _ _ _ _ _ __
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School·--------------Grade- - - - - - - - - - - - Talent Areas
Academic
(Specify)

Intellecual

Student's Name

Visual
Perform.
Arts (Spec.)

Creative
Thinking

Leadership

-------------+- ·--·-·---·....-c·---------•---·------+--------+-----:.._;____.:._
-·····----·-·- ----- ·--·--·-----·-1---------+-------+-------+---------

/

1--· 1-·-·---·------~-i . - · _ _ _ _.____------------ · ·- - - · · · · - ·- -

· · -· --·--·· ·- ----------·· ---·--·· · · · · ·-· · ·--__ _ J_ ·-·---· - -·--·--.-----

1
------------------·· ····-··· --·-----·-----,--~--··-·----- ---------t-I

---------- --------·--·-·--- - .. ·-·--....;

.

·-

·-------- ---·~-------- --------··

--·-·

-

.

-- _._.. ____

I

-·--·-- -----------

--------------1------------- ------------·- ·-----------t--------1---------

--------·--- ------·----·---- ---·- _______________,
----------1---------·--··--· ···------------ ------····---- -------· -------------1,------~-----·-··-·--·--···-·· - -.-·

.......

-.······ .. - . .. - .... ··-···· ----- ·------

-------+-- . -

-----·--·-----·----- ------------+--------

----··-··· ... · · - - - - - - ! - - ' - - - - - · - --- -- ·-· ··-------- ---·--·--·----------

1

- - - - - - - - - · - - - - - · -.. --,---·-•··-·¥•·• •··-------···----------~--- -----·-·---~---•-·-

~-·-

~-----~---·---- . - - -

-

----·---~·---~-·-·-~

--·-·-------+---------

_______________________ ____ ----~~-----_._

rn;::;;TIFICATIO:~, Area Service Center For The Gifted, Chnnpcdcn, Illinois, 1979.
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GIFTED AlID TALEllTJ:D

School

- - - - - - - - - - - - - -Grade-----------

Talent
Area/Areas

Student's Name

Special
Accomodations
And Pror.:rams

-·-

-·--~-------------. -·----- -------------·----

..

- ...

'

Student Reaction
and Progress

-

------

I

:

--·-----··- -

r-!

!

-

I
iI

-

!:
I

I

-. ---·-

i

~

·--

-

. ·-

I

-

--·

----~-·---
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SELECTION OF INTELLECTUALLY TALEN~ED
Name

-----------Grade -----------Date -----------

School ___________Teacher - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Note: Since talented students exhibit their talents in many ways, no single test
score should be used as the sole criterion for selection. Teachers' judgments
concerning classroom performance and motivation will be coupled with high test scores.
Combinations of some of the following characteristics are usually apparent in
intellectually talented students. Please check as applies fo the student.
Always
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

12.
13.
14.

15.

Large vocabulary which is used
easily and accurately.
Academic work one or more years
in advance of his class.
Asks many penetrating questions.
Wants to know the causes and
reasons for things.
Wide range of interests but with
one concentrated area.
Quick to recognize relationshtps
and understand meanings.
Expresses himself well in
writing and speaking.
Is willing to spend time beyond
the usual assignments on things
that interest him.
Spends much time on special
projects of his own, such as,
constructing_. collecting, etc.
Tendency to figure out what is
wrong with an activity and shows
.
how to do it better.
Tendency to give refreshing
twists even to old ideas.
Likes to solve puzzles and trick
ouestions.
Usualli gets good marks.
Impatient with routine procedures
and drills.
Other students turn to him for
ideas and suggestions when something must be decided.
Reads widely and finds
satisfaction in thinking and
discussing what he reads.

Frequently

Seldom

Never

.

-
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: a child ca: be described by all or part of any of the following statements put th,,.
nnber of ea<1 characteristic which applies to him after his name.
, Learns jlickly and easily.
, Uses err.man sense.
. Comp re_, ends meanings easily, thinks
clear!y, sees relationships.
, RetaL.s well.
Has l.·1owledge about and an interest in
a va~iety of things.
, Use; a large vocabulary effectively.

7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.

Reads books above grade level.
Can do difficult mental tasks.
Shows an interest in a wide range of
things, asks intelligent questions.
Does some above grade level work.
Uses good and sometimes unusual methods
of work.
Is very observant, alert, responds
readily.
...

lpil IS Name

-....

.

No. of Characteristics

-·

I.Q.

Remarks

--·

.

-

--·
•

-

'·

·-

.

-

-

.
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WORK SHEET FOR IDENTIFYING SCIE'NTIFIC TALmn

If a child can be desc~ibed by all or part of any of tha following
statements, put the number of each characteristic shich applies to
him after his name.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Is clear and accurate in
oral and written expression.
Reads above grade level
materials.
Performs arithmetical
operations above grade
level.
Has good coordination.
Does more than the assignment.
Rises above the failures met
in experimenting or making
projects.

Pupil's Name

7.

Wants to know the reasons and
causes for things.
8. Engages in his mm special
projects, spending much time
arid effort •
9. Reads much scientific material.
10. Appears to enjoy discussing
__ -'Scientific topics.

Remarks

No. of the Characteristics

'· ,_

.

I
-

-·

TiJE:lTJT-'I~A'::.'TO:-T, Area Service Center For The Gifted, Champaign, Illinois, 1979
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SIII::ET FOR IDEHTIFYI~JG CREATIVE i·7RITI:JG TALE:1T

If a child can be described by all or part of any of the following statements
put the nur:1ber of each characteristic which applies to him after his name.
1.

2.
3.

4.

Can introduce, develop,
and conclude a story
interestingly.
Using ingenuity in expressing·
ideas in an unusual manner.
Limits story-telling .to
only the essential details.
Expresses ideas logically

S.

Selects descriptive words that
convey meaning vividly and makes
the characters come alive.

6.

Includes interesting details while
still keeping the central idea
uppermost •.

7.

E~joys composing original poems and
'stories.
Can express feelings of the characters
to make them seem real.

8.

. ame
PUP il' s N

No.

0

R emar k.s

f t I1e Ch aracter1st i cs

,

-

·-

--

I
l

-·-----------·-·--- -·-

!

L
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If a child can be described by all or part of any of the following
statements put the number of each chc1racteristic which applies to
him after his name.
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

Curious about many things;
6. Shows er10tional sensitivity.
constantly asking questions
7. Has keen sense of hu!'lor and sees
about everything and anyhumor is situations others do
thing.
not see.
Has large number of ideas and.
8, Is sensitive to beauty.
solutions to problems; often
9. Is nonconforming; accepts disorder,
offers unusual, unique clever
is not interested in details; is
responses.
-,.individualistic, does not fear
Is uninhibited in expressions
being different.
or opinion; is sometimes
10. Criticizes constructively, is
radical; is tenacious.
unwilling to accept authoritarian
Is a high risk taker, adventurous
pronounccmsnts without critical
speculative.
examination.
Displays intellectual playfulness,
fantasizes; imagines, concerned
with adapting, improving and
modifying.

Pupil's Name

No. of Characteristics

Remarks
---------------

i
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CREATIVE THINKING SKILLS
Ability to be fluent in producing ideas.
Ability to generate original, statistically frequent ideas.
Ability to elaborate on ideas.

,,

Ability to make unusual associations between remote ideas.
Ability to be flexible in thinking patterns.
Ability to rearrange elements of thought.
Ability to sense when problems exist.
Ability to act spontaneously.
Ability to visualize mentally.
Ability to tolerate ambiguity and uncertainty.
Ability to sense discontinuities and inconsistencies.
Ability to make guesses and hypothesis.
Ability to take psychological' ·risks.
Ability to redefine elements of a task.
Ability to work with concentration.
Ability to maintain auton~~y of ideas.

TEz\CHER EVALUATIONS OF CREATIVITY
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-------------------Grade------ ----------------1001
------------------------Date------ -----------------.cher

Which children in your class are the most fluent in the ·Jroduction of ideas? These are
children who seem to be "just running over with ideas," though not always the most
talkative. Some of their ideas may not be of high qualLty.
1.

----------------------------

2.
3.---------·-------------------

4.---------------------------

------------------

5.
Wh_i_c_h_a_i:-·e_t_h_e_l_e_a_s_t_f_l_u_e_n_t_?
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _......, ____________________

----------------------------------------------...1.--------------------------·------------------3.
4. --------------------------·------------------5. ----------------------------------------------------------------------')

Which children in your class are the most flexibl,;! in their thinking and in the production
~fu.en one plan or procedure fails,· they come up imme<liatel y with a different
approach. They employ a variety of strategies or approaches in solving problems. They
;readily abandon unproductive approaches although they do not abandon the goal: they
simply find some other way of achieving the goa] ..
1.

'of ideas?

2.

3.

--------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------5.
fu----------------------i ch are the least flexible?

l1.

l.
----------------------------------------------L

------------------------

3.

------------

5.

--------·----------------

ffuich children in your class are the most orip '_nal in their think:in~? They are a~le to
get away form the obvious and the common-plac ! and bread away fr",n the· beaten path. They
see relationships and think of ideas and soh: t·.ions whic1-i are different from others in the
class and frcn ~~,e texthoo~·-· "any, thour,h nf,t all, of their ideas prove to be useful.
So:-:i.e of their ideas are quj_te su-rprisin~, tr :.uo,h true.
l.

2.
3. -------4.

----· ·-·----5.

---------·------

··::1c'1 are tLe le.:1st or l;:,iaal?
i.

',,
!,.

--------· · - - - - - - - - - - - - - -------------------------

;':'1 ··;_r_;.'.;.'!"'":.
----~----~

Ar,~a Serv Jee Center T'or t 'te Gifte<l, Chmn;:>air:n, Illinois, 1°70..
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[TEI< I:VALUATIONS OF CREATIVITY

cont.

l·Jhich children in your class are the best in elaboratin?; i.deas?

They are ahle to take

an idea or a task and spell out the detail. They can tal':e a sir1ple idea and "er.ihroi<ler"
it or make i.t fancy and attractive. Their drawings are very detailed and they are able
to develop very detailed or thorough plans for projects.

1-------------------------------------------~
2.
3. --------------------------------------------4. --------------------------------------------_______________________________________
s._~~----------------------------------"------~fuich are least able to elaborate?
l. __________________________________________

~

2.
3. -----------------------'""-----------------------__________________________________________
~

4.
5.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

NTI~l~ATIO"i. Aren Service Center For the nifted, Chanpaign, Illinois, 1079.
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A STUDENT LOOKS AT HDlSELF

Please show whether you agree or disagree with each of the statements by
marking one of the spaces.
Strongly
Agree
1.

I am a good athlete.

2.

I am a good student.

3.

I am popular with other

Agree

students

4.

I am one who understands

and accepts other people

5.

I am very sociable and
know how to get along
with other peonle

6.

Other people recognize
that I an an intellizent
person.

7.

I

s.

I am easy to pet alon~ with

9.

I enjoy working with
mechanical and scientific
thinr:s.
·-

an warm and understand in?,

,_

10. I enjoy abstract or
mathematical problefls.

-

11.

I am one who likes to
work independently on special proiects.

12.

I

enjoy "losing myself" in
a <>ood book or in ina~ination
,?

13. I enjoy debating or
discussing an idea.

-

1/,. I have a good sense of
humor.

15. Hy work is often quite
ori<>inal.

(

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

A STUDE~n LOOKS AT HIHSELF cont.

Strongly
Agree

100

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

16. I am able to come up with
a large number of ideas or
solutions to problems.
17. I am able to take charge
of planning a project.
18. I don't mind being
different from other
eo le.
19. I like to study subjects
that are challenging er
even difficult.

20. I often use music, art,
or drama to express my
feelin2s.
21. I don't like to accept
what someone else says
without challenoin~ it.
22.

I feel strongly about
things and often express
my feelings, even if I
think others will disaoree.

23. I spend more time than I
would need to on assignments
because I enjoy the le.arnin7,.

_TDE'f'l'IF1C'.\'~-;:o;~, ,\re.:1 Servi.cc Center For The Gifted, Charapnign, Illinois, 1979.
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Here arc six areas of talent.

In which area de you see yourse~f as being most talented?
Rank them as you see t}1em applyinr, to your ab~'.dties. (1) First talent area, (2) Second
talent area, etc.

----General intellectual ability.
----Specific academic aptitude (in
----Creative

one subjer:t area, such as. science, math, etc.)

Thinking.

----Leadership

Ability.

-~~~Visual and perfonning arts.

----Psychomotor

ability (such as mechanical skills or athletic ability.)

102
PEER IDEN'l'tFICATION - CREATIVITY - SECmIDARY

nk about the students in our class.
sible.

Answer the following questions as completely as

ch three students are the most curious about many things?

--------------2.---------------3.---------------e the most ideas and solutions to problems?

--------------2. _____________..,..__3.---------------1't seem to care what others think about what they say?

--------------2.---------------3.---------------:es to take chances?

--------------2.---------------3.---------------re the most fun imagining &bout situations and things?

-------------- 2.---------------3.---------------it

sensiti.ve to the feelings and concerns of others?

--------------2.---------------3.---------------e the best sense of humor?

--------------2.--------------

3.

--------------

aware of and enjoy beautiful thinr,s?

--------------2.---------------3.--------------not ,~•Jncerned with details?
2.

------------·----3.

not care if others thinl~. of th0:'l as beini:i; different?

2.

,.

---------·----- ----·------------

:real individuals?

--------------2. ---------------1.---------------iapt to question authority?

·----2. ----------------3.
E'.'.'fCIC.\lln.:, Ar8;1 ~:c:rvi.ce Center for the Gifted, Champai:-;n, Illinois, 107').
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COURSE OFFERINGS IN ADVANCED STUDIES PROGRAM
DEPAR™ENT
Business Education

LEVEL

TITLE OF COURSE

Junior-Senior
Junior-Senior
Junior-Senior

Careers In Business
Filing Unit I - Alphabetic
Filing Unit II - Geographic, Numeric
Subject
Shorthand Vocabulary Project

Junior-Senior
Home Economics

Junior-Senior
Junior-Senior
Junior-Senior
Junior-Senior
Junior-Senior

General Preparation To Ertter Tile
Business World
.. Marketing Skills
Merchandising Skills
Potential Careers In Home Furnishing
Source Material For Home Furnishing
Business

Industrial Arts

Junior-Senior
Sophomore-Senior
Sophomore-Senior

Chest of Drawers - - Advanced Woodworking
Hannner Handle -- Advanced Metalworking
Meat Tenderizor -- Advanced Metalworking

Mathematics

.:senior
Sophomore-Senior
Freshman-Sophomore
Freshman-Junior
Junior-Senior

Exploring Calculus
Introduction To Computer Progrannning
Matrix Algebra
Polynomials
The Conic Sections

Physical Science

Senior
Senior

Social Studies

Junior-Senior
Junior..:senior
Freshman-Senior
Junior-Senior
Freshman-Senior

. Optics
Relativity
Comparative Economics
Comparative Political Systems
Discovering Roots: The Family History
Humanities Approach To Civilization
Illinois: A Proud Heritage
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MODEL FOR STUDENT'S E~."ROLLMENT INTO
AN ADVANCED STUF{ES UNIT

(1)

The student, John Bright, appeE.rs to a teacher to be capable 9f
achieving great success in a particular Advanced Studies Unit.

(2)

The teacher advises John to er,.:oll in a particular unit of study
in the Advanced Studies Curr~_culum.

(3)

John is interested in pursui.t1g a--cburse of study covered in one
or more of the units outlin~d in the Advancea Studies Program.

(4)

John applies to the Seler.cion Committee at least one quarter prior
to the semester in which :.e plans to take the Advanced Studies
Unit.

(5)

The Selection Committe·:. reviews the application and assembles a
file containing John's :Ienman-Nelson or Kuhlmann-Anderson score,
the letter of recommer._(ation from the teacher, John's self-rating
fonn, John's grades from previously taken related courses, and
the achievement test ~core from the last such test which John has
taken in the area of interest.

(6)

The Selection Commit.tee reviews John's total file and awards the
committee total ra'_:ing.

(7)

If the committee total rating is sufficiently high to allow John's
admission into tre program of advanced studies, he will then proceed
to the counselor who.will take the steps necessary to enroll him
into the desire,,..Advanced Studies Unit or- Uni ts.

